
Present: 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
GRADUATE ·SCHOOL 

Minutes, Graduate School Executive Committee 
Meeting of Thursday, May 16, 1991 
1:15 p.m., Room 303 Johnston Hall 

Faculty representatives--Professors Darrell A. Frohrib·, Lael C. 
Gatewood, Robert Scott {for Jean Kinsey), David E. Smith? Nicholas 
Spadaccini, Michael G~ Wade; administrative representat1ves--Deans 
Robert T. Holt (chair), Walter Weyhmann, Kenneth Zimmerman; Duluth 
representative~-Dean Stephen C. Hedman (for James C. Grant); General 
Research Advisory Committee representative--Professor Thomas J. 
Bouchard, Jr.; Graduate School Fellowship Committee 
representative--Professor Emi Ito; student representatives--Michelle 
Englund, Robert Wiseman; Civil Service representative--Sandy Siegal; 
guests: Professors Alan Shapiro, C. Wade Savage; staff--Myrna Smith; 
secretary--Vicki Field 

I. FOR ACTION 

A. Approval of the Minutes of the February 19, 1991 Meeting 

The minutes were approved as submitted. 

B. Proposal for a Free-Standing Graduate Minor in Studies of Science and 
Technology for the Master's and Ph.D. Degrees 

(This item was taken up at the end of the meeting to accommodate the schedules 
of the two speakers. It is presented in the order in which it appeared on the 
agenda, however.) 

Dean Holt reported that this item had been forwarded to the Physical Sciences, 
and the Social Sciences, Policy and Review Councils. Professors Frohrib and 
Scott stated that their respective Councils had approved the proposal on a 
unanimous vote. Professor Wade asked if students from colleges and 
departments other than those named in the proposal (Section I., item 5.) would 
be permitted to pursue the minor. Professor Shapiro clarified that the 
program would be available to other students as well, and faculty will try to 
be as inclusive as possible in this regard. A minor in Studies of Science and 
Technology would be especially appropriate for individuals who plan to teach 
at a four-year college after graduation, he added; most such colleges cannot 
afford to hire both a philosopher and a historian of science, for example. 
Students who plan a teaching career after graduation are in fact expected to 
compose a significant proportion of program enrollees. Dean Holt commented 
briefly on the National Science Foundation (NSF) research training grant 
recently awarded in the area of the proposed minor, and on the attractiveness 
of the Graduate School• s minor-only programs, which also strengthen its 
degree-granting programs. 

A motion to approve the proposal for a free-standing graduate minor in Studies 
of Science and Technology for the master•s and Ph.D. degrees passed 
unanimously. Professor Gatewood observed that although the proposal is 
relevant to some programs represented on the Health Sciences Policy and Review 
Council, it was not considered by that group. 
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C. Request to Offer a Coursework-Only Track for the Master of Electrical 
Engineering (M.E.E.) Degree 

Dean Holt recalled the Executive Committee•s approval in February of a 
coursework-only option for the Master of Engineering degree. This option 
constitutes a second track for the degree and will serve as an alternative to 
the degree completed with a design project. Each program wishing to offer the 
Master of Engineering degree with a coursework-only track must submit a 
proposal to the Physical Sciences Council and Executive Committee that 
stipulates admission and completion requirements for the degree with this 
option. The Electrical Engineering proposal is the first to come forward 
following approval of the new track, Dean Holt explained. 

Professor Frohrib reported that the Physical Sciences Council had endorsed the 
proposal on a unanimous vote. Professor Gatewood expressed two concerns. 
First, under the proposal as written, coursework offered toward the M.E.E. 
degree with this option would appear to be limited to courses offered by the 
School of Statistics and by units within the Institute of Technology (IT). 
However, a student whose degree emphasis is biomedical engineering,- for 
example, might need to take courses outside IT, and she urged the program to 
consider this possibility. Second, Professor Gatewood questioned placement of 
a non-research based degree under the Graduate School•s purview. Dean Holt 
and Professor Frohrib elaborated on the history of the Master of Engineering 
degree and the decision to locate it in the Graduate School to ensure its 
quality. Professor Gatewood indicated that the Health Sciences committee has 
discussed need for a clinical master•s degree, thus placement of 
practioner-oriented degrees within the Graduate School is a relevant concern 
for her Council. A brief discussion ensued of professional master•s degrees 
and their relation to the Graduate School. 

A motion to approve the proposal for a coursework-only track within the 
existing Master of Electrical Engineering degree program passed unanimously. 
Dean Holt gave assurance that, where appropriate, the Graduate School would 
raise the issue of coursework external to IT and Statistics. 

D. Request to Change the Name of the Master of Science (M.S.) Degree Program 
in Technical Communication to Scientific and Technical Communication 

Professor Scott reported that the Social Sciences Council had approved the 
request without dissent. To a question about the rationale for the name 
change, Professor Scott stated that the proposed name better represents the 
evolution of faculty and student interest in the discipline, and better 
describes the program•s present focus. Dean Holt noted that this area 
experienced the fastest job growth rate in the Twin Cities in the 1980s, and 
he provided anecdotal evidence of the Twin Cities• prominence in this field. 
Brief consideration was given to what is connoted by the terms "scientific" 
and "technical." Professor Gatewood mentioned that some students in her field 
have expressed interest in this program. 

Executive Committee members voted unanimous approval of the request. 

J 

J 
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E. Proposal to Discontinue the Desi nated Master of Science (M.S.) De rees 
1n C1v1l Eng1neer1ng M.S.C.E. , Geo-Eng1neer1ng M.S.Geo:E. , an M1neral 
Engineering (M.S.Min.~.) 

Professor Frohrib drew attention to the rationale for the proposed elimination 
of the three designated master's degrees, as stated on page two of the 
proposal. Outside the Department of.Civil and Mineral Engineering, no 
distinction exists between these degrees and the undesignated M.S. The 
presence of both sets of master's degrees has caused confusion for students 
and faculty alike. 

A motion to approve the proposal to discontinue the M.S.C.E., M.S.Geo.E., and 
M.S.Min.E. degrees passed without dissent. There was no discussion. 

F. Request to Discontinue the Special Education Emphasis for the Master of 
Arts (M.A.) Degree in Educational Psychology at Duluth 

Professor Wade stated that the Education and Psychology Council had approved 
the request on a unanimous vote, and he moved that the Executive Committee 
also endorse the request. The motion was seconded and approved without 
dissent. There was no discussion. 

G. Proposal for an Emphasis in Orchestral Conducting for the Doctor of 
Musical Arts (D.M.A.) Degree 

Dean Holt recalled the Executive Committee's action in February to approve 
this proposal in principle, with the understanding that the Language, 
Literature and Arts Council would also examine it. Professor Spadaccini 
reported that the Council had voted unanimously in favor of the proposal at 
its winter quarter meeting. 

Without dissent, Executive Committee members also approved a motion to 
formally accept the proposal. 

II. FOR DISCUSSION AND/OR ACTION 

A. Proposal to Ensure that All Prospective Examining Committee Members Have 
Been Consulted and Consent to Serve for a Particular Exam1nat1on 

Dean Holt reported that all six Policy and Review Councils had this quarter 
discussed ways in which examining committee members are assigned. Differences 
emerged in how the Councils preferred to address problems associated with the 
assignment of examining committee members, however. Instead of using a cover 
sheet (for both the degree program and doctoral thesis proposal forms) that 
the director of graduate studies of each examiner recommended from the minor, 
related fields, or supporting program would sign, the Language, Literature and 
Arts Council favored a form with a signature space for each individual 
committee member. The Biological Sciences group also recommended that each 
prospective examiner sign a form indicating that person's willingness to 
serve, and that the student should be responsible for collecting the 
signatures. Other Councils thought the signature of the DGS would suffice. 

Dean Holt stated that he would 1 ike to further consider the Council 
discussions of this issue and present a revised proposal to the Councils and 
Executive Committee in the coming fall. The revised proposal might include 
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several options, all of which might be adopted. Mr. Wiseman said he would 
wish to avoid student involvement in signature collection. Dean Holt agreed 
that involving students might have some disadvantages, but he pointed to 
advantages also in the student's conferring with each prospective examining 
committee member. 

B. Request to Permit Students in the Counseling and Student Personnel 
Psychology (CSPP), and the School Psychology, Subprograms of the 
Educational ·psychology Graduate Program (Twin Cities) to Take Their 
Final Oral Examination for the Ph.D. Degree Before Completing Intern-
ship Credits · · 

Dean Holt restated the Educational Psychology request, noting that it raised 
major philosophical issues. (Ph.D. students in the program's CSPP and School 
Psychology subareas are required to complete a one-year internship for which 
they must register for course credit. Some students complete the dissertation 
before undertaking the internship and wish to defend the thesis prior to 
internship completion. Graduate School policy dictates that all coursework 
offered toward the doctorate must be completed before the student may schedule 
the final oral examination for the degree, however. The internship is also 
required by the accrediting agency for Educational Psychology.) Professor 
Wade reported that the Education and Psychology Council had expressed mixed 
views about the request and directed the program's representative to take the 
matter back to the faculty for further discussion and resubmission to the 
Council in the fall. Professor Bouchard observed that the individual 
controlling an internship may not relate well to the student and may not give 
the student a satisfactory grade. A student may also lose interest following 
passage of the final oral examination and may not finish the internship, Dean 
Holt pointed out. 

No action was taken on this item, which Dean Holt said would be presented 
again in the fall. He noted that the issue arose in the context of 
"professional," rather than research-based, graduate education. 

III. FOR INFORMATION 

A. Requests to Designate Associate Directors of Graduate Studies 

Dean Holt drew attention to the three requests and commented briefly on the 
cross-campus, collaborative activities that gave rise to them. (The requests 
were for an associate DGS in Biochemistry at Duluth; for an associate DGS in 
Physiology at Duluth; and for two associate DGS's in Toxicology, one each on 
the Minneapolis and St. Paul campuses.) Dean Holt stated that the Toxicolo~y 
program was unique in that its faculty are distributed more evenly on the Tw1n 
Cities and Duluth campuses. To a query from Professor Gatewood, Dean Holt 
explained that the responsibilities of an associate DGS include service as an 
information source and advisement with respect to Graduate School and program 
policies and procedures. Professor Gatewood saw utility in an ass?ciate DGS 
for Toxicology on the Twin Cities and Duluth campuses, but not 1n separa~e 
associate DGS's on both the Minneapolis and St. Paul campuses. In th1s 
regard, Dean Holt mentioned the program's veterinary component, w~ich is 
located in St. Paul. No action was taken on the three requests, whlch had 
been presented for information. 

J 

J 
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B. Revised Graduate School Registration and Tuition Structure, Effective 
Fall Quarter 1991 

Dean Holt reminded those present that revisions in the Graduate School 
registration and tuition structure, as described in his memorandum of January 
2, 1991 to DGS's, take effect in the coming fall quarter. All faculty and 
graduate students should be aware of the changes. 

C. Report from the Graduate School Fellowship Committee 

Professor Ito called attention to a summary of Graduate School Fellowships for 
1991-92 by Policy and Review Council that had been distributed at the meeting. 
She noted that of the 213 awards offered for next year, 76 Graduate School 
Fellowships have been accepted and an additional four students are coming to 
Minnesota with NSF fellowships. Six students to whom offers were extended 
remain undecided. 

A brief discussion followed Professor Ito's presentation. Dean Holt said it 
was his impression that this year's nominees were of "exceedingly high 
quality" and that the Graduate School is now competing in a "different league" 
(of graduate institutions} in terms of graduate student recruitment. Ms. 
Smith stated that this year she received more calls about placement of 
awardees• spouses. Whether a spouse would also receive aid here may have been 
a persuasive factor for some awardees, she indicated. Dean Zimmerman 
suggested that the Graduate School may need to deal with the issue of spousal 
placement "up front." To a question from Professor Wade, Ms. Smith confirmed 
that the number of Doctoral Dissertation Fellowship offers in a given year is 
influenced by the number of students who accept first-year awards. 

D. Report from the General Research Advisory Committee 

Professor Bouchard reported that the number of grant applications for Graduate 
School research funds did not increase this year over last. Available monies 
are inadequate for the purpose, however, and more funds are needed. Dean 
Weyhmann elaborated on funding sources and amounts for the general research 
budget, and he commented on several aspects of this year's grant awards. 
Faculty typically sought about $2,000 more this year than in previous years, 
which he attributed largely to the research assistant salary and health 
insurance benefit, Dean Weyhmann said. Professor Bouchard added that the 
committee this year received applications from programs that usually do not 
submit them. 

Professor Bouchard stated that a new funding program for the humanities has 
been created under the Office of the Vice Provost for Arts, Sciences, and 
Engineering. Although he agreed that humanities programs need funding, he 
disagreed with the precedent established by the new program and said such 
funds should be administered through the all-University, Graduate School 
research committee. The social sciences and some other needy areas have been 
overlooked in the creation of this special funding source for humanities 
programs, Professor Bouchard noted. The committee charged to evaluate funding 
requests is a good one, however, and is knowledgeable about peer review 
procedures. Dean Holt commented briefly on the Medical/Cancer State Special 
fund, which is targeted at health sciences programs but, unlike the new 
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humanities funding program, is administered through the Graduate School. The 
new program represents the first transgression from Graduate School research 
funding policy since the 1950s, he said. He also elaborated on the source of 
the new funds dedicated to the arts and humanities, which the McKnight 
Foundation contributed to the University as part of the Minnesota Campaign 
during former president Kenneth Keller•s tenure. Professor Spadaccini 
observed that the faculty have not yet been informed of the guidelines to be 
used in the distribution of these funds, nor of the funds• possible uses. 
Professor Bouchard suggested that timing of the competition for the new funds 
could be problemmatic if coincident with the Graduate School competition. 

E. Report from the Council of Graduate Students (COGS} 

Ms. Englund reported that the request for proposals has gone out for a new 
health insurance program for graduate students. Non-Graduate School students 
who hold graduate assistantships were also included in the proposal. Still 
unresolved is the quarterly $54 Boynton Health Service Fee, which Graduate 
School students are charged even if they are enrolled in the graduate student 
health plan. Dean Holt is seeking to eliminate this fee for subscribers under 
the graduate student plan, Ms. Englund said. She further reported that COGS 
received all of its fee requested for 1991-92. The Graduate and Professional 
Student Association (GAPSA) intends to establish a task force to examine the 
fees process, and COGS will assist in this effort. She has met with Ms. 
Jennifer Alstad, Minnesota Student Association (MSA) president-elect, who 
seems willing to work with COGS and GAPSA in areas of issue in the past, Ms. ,~ 
Englund continued. Work is also underway to draft articles describing the ~ 
relationship between the two graduate student organizations. Ms. Englund 
stated that she had met with the graduate student representative on the 
Graduate School Dean search committee to convey COGs• views about the position 
and desired attributes in a Graduate School Dean. COGS will ask to have 
candidates meet with its executive committee. Ms. Englund also distributed 
invitations to the final meeting of COGs• executive committee for the academic 
year, at which COGS will present Dean Holt with an award. She welcomed all 
present to attend this event. 

F. Report of Board of Regents Actions Regarding Degree Program Additions, 
Deletions and Name Changes 

Ms. Field reported that the Board of Regents in April had voted to discontinue 
the following Graduate School degree programs in clinical medical fields: 

• Dermatology {M.S. Derm.) 
• Neurology (M;S., M.S.Neur., Ph.D.Neur.} 
t Ophthalmology (M.S., M.S.Ophthal.} 
t Orthopedic Surgery (M.S., M.S.Orth.Surg.) 
• Pediatrics {M.S., M.S.Ped.) 
• Psychiatry (M.S.Psychiat.} 
t Radiology (M.S., M.S.Rad.) 
• Therapeutic Radiology {M.S.Ther.Rad.) 
t Urology (M.S., M.S.Urol.) 
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Also given final approval was the request to change the name of the M.S. 
degree program in Astronomy to Astrophysics. The proposal for a 
free-standing minor in Psychoneuroimmunology for the Ph.D. degree received 
preliminary endorsement by the Regents and will now undergo review by the 
Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board. 

IV. OLD BUSINESS 

Mr. Wiseman asked if a graduate assistant must be registered in the quarter in 
which the student holds an assistantship if he or she has completed all 
coursework for the degree. Dean Holt affirmed that assistantship holders must 
be registered in the quarter of their appointment and said they might register 
for directed study or, if they are eligible, for additional thesis credits, 
for example. 

V. OLD BUSINESS 

Dean Holt indicated that this would be his last meeting with the Executive 
Committee. History will view the past eight years as years of considerable 
change in graduate education at the University of Minnesota, he said. He 
acknowledged the committee's significant role in dealing with the major issues 
facing graduate education over this period and said members approached these 
issues in a thoughtful, altruistic way. 

Ms. Englund moved that the committee formally recognize Dean Holt's work as 
Graduate School Dean and the improvements in graduate education that resulted· 
during his tenure. The motion was seconded and unanimously and 
enthusiastically approved. 

The meeting was adjourned at 11:30 a.m. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Vicki Field, Assistant to the Dean 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
lWINCITIES 

Dean Kenneth C. Zimmerman 
The Graduate School 
325 Johnston Hall 
Minneapolis Campus 

Dear Dean Zimmerman: 

Program in History of Science and Technology 
Tate Laboratory of Physics 
116 Church Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

i April 5, 1991 

APR 5 1991 

Enclosed you will find a proposal for a graduate minor in Studies of Science 
and Technology (SST) at the Ph.D. and Masters level. We are submitting it for 
consideration during Spring Quarter by the appropriate Policy and Review 
Committees and request implementation ofthe proposed minor in the Fall Quarter 
of 1991. 

This document is the result of extensive discussion among the fourteen faculty 
who are actively involved in research in history and philosophy of science and 
technology. They are all also participants in the five-year, research 
training grant that was recently awarded to us by the National Science 
Foundation. The curriculum was thoroughly discussed at numerous meetings in 
the Spring and Fall quarters of 1990 to write the training grant proposal and 
then to prepare for the site visit by an external committee of researchers in 
the field. 

This proposal for a new minor in SST was discussed and unanimously approved at 
a meeting of the participants on April 2, 1991. We believe that it will 
enhance current research and teaching by increasing collaborations between 
faculty and graduate students from the various programs. It will moreover 
significantly increase the visibility of the large number of faculty in 
various units at the University who work in history and philosophy of science 
and technology. 

I have sent copies of this proposal to Franklin Barnwell (Head, Department of 
Ecology, Evolution and Behavior), Gordon Beavers (Associate Dean, Institute of 
Technology), Paul Magee (Dean, College of Biological Sciences), Marvin Marshak 
(Head, School of Physics and Astronomy), and H. E. Mason (Chair, Department of 
Philosophy). They have agreed to forward their evaluations to you. 

We greatly appreciate your assistance with this proposal. 

AES:mb 

Enclosure 

Sincerely yours, 

r2t.-£ . ~._:::> 
Alan E. Shapiro 
Professor 
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PROGRAM APPROVAL CERTIFICATION 

April 5, 1991 

(0.11e) 

Proposal for (name of program): Graduate Minor in Studies of Science and Technology 

Submitted by (dcpamnent(s) name): Interdepartmental 

of the (college or campus name): 
University of Minnesota 

The Proposal has been reviewed and approved by: 

APPROVAL CERTIFICATION 

~ ££ ~· .. ;;NS/91 
(Department Chair f' (Dare) 

4 June 1991 
(Date) 

or Equivalent) 

(Dean) (Dare) (Chancellor or Vice Chancellor (Date) 
for Academic Affairs or Administration) 

(Vice President. Academic Affairs) (Dare) {Vice President. Health Sciences) (Dare) 

(Vice President. IANRHE) (Date) 

Approved by Boord of Regents 
(Date) 

First Reading by PAC (MHECB): 
(Dare) 

Second reading by PAC (MHECB): 
(Date) 

Recommendation by MHECB: 
(Date) 

Confumation by Board of Regents: 
(Date) 



UNIFORM PROGRAM INVENTORY 
AND !ROPOSAL FORM (UPIPF) 

SEC'riON I 

(!o be cocpleted by the institution(s); see attached instructions) 

Name of Insti:ution(s): 1)---G~r~a~d~u~a~t~e~------------------------------------------
2) ________________________________________ ___ 

If more than one institution, indicate if it is: 

joint program (tvo or more institutions grant 
- the degree} 

cooperative program (tvo or more institutions 
share the curriculum, but only one grants the 
degree} 

1. Program Title (including degree, if applicable): 

Minor in Studies of Science and Technology (Ph.D. and Masters Levels) 

Program Classification (check one): major ___ 
concentration 

minor X 
other-

(spec:..ty) 

[If applicant is a private institution, does it have approval to grant the 
appropriate degree under the Private Institutions Registration program: 

Yes No In process _1 

2. Program !ype: Prese:-dce 
In-ser\•ice 

Occupational 
-x General 

3. Proposed I:plementation Date: I q-z_ ----mo. yr:. 
Masters=12 

4. Program Length: Credit hours PhD=l9 Clock hours 

c .... Describe the Program (in 50 vorris or less): 

The program creates a minor in Studies of Science and Technology at the Ph.D. 

and Masters level. Enrollees will be graduate students in programs offered 

in CBS, CLA, IT, and Health Sciences. The curriculum will provide students 

with an integrated approach and broad foundations in the history and philosophy 

of science and technology. 

., 

·. 
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UP:PF 
Section I 
p. 2 

6. Expected student interest in the program during the first year of 
operation, and vhen the program reaches full operating level. 

First Year (1991~2) 
Number hOUrs 

Expected Generated 

Pro~am Enrollees 10 120 

Program Graduates 

7. Projected Costs of the Program: 

First Year (1991-2) 
Nev Reassigned 

FTE Cost FTE Cost 

a. Faculty s s 
b. Civil Service s s 
c:. Equip, Supplies S..t;.orup- S2 CC'<-• ) .. 

d. Spac:e Rental s s 
- •••• t •• .. .. ' 

e. Other ~ Sscco 

f. Total s s 

8. Expected Sources of Funds for Program: 

a. State s 
b. Tuition s 
c:. Federal s 
d. Private s 
e. Othe-r s 

(speci£y) 

f. !otal s 

First Year (1991-2) 
r. or 

Dollar 
Amount 

4690 

2310 

7,000 

Annual 
Expend. 

67 

33 

100 

Full Operation (1993-4) 
Number Hours-

Expected Generated 

20 240 

10 

Full Operation (1993-4) 
Nev Reassigned 

FTE Cost FTE Cost 

s s -
s s -
s~ S'2,ccc 

s s -
s~ s c:; cbo -
s s -

Full Operation (1993-4) 
%of 

Dollar Annual 
Amount Expend. 

s 4690 

s 2310 

67 

33 

s________ ------

s________ -------
s ________ -------

s 7,000 100 

\ 

I 



9. Governin~ Board(s) Preliminary Approval Date(s): 

Institution 1 

Institution 2 

10. System(s) Verification: 

Autnor1zec lnstltUtlon or 
System Signature 

Autnor1zec lnstltUtlon or 
System Signature 

'!l tle 

Title 

UNIFORM PROGRAM INVENTORY 
AND PROPOSAL FORM (UPIPF) 

SECTION II 

To complete Section II, see attached instructions. 

p. 3 

Date 

Date 
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SECTION II 

Program Title: Minor in Studies of Science and Technology (SST) 
(Ph.D. and Masters Levels) 

1. Summary Description of Program 
Studies of Science and Technology (SST) is a rapidly advancing field that 

is concerned with understanding the conceptual foundations, historical 
development, and social context of science and technology. Given the 
complexity and diversity of science and technology in different historical 
periods and cultures SST requires crossing the boundary of many traditional 
fields--namely, history, philosophy, and the social and behavioral sciences-
and is a truly multidisciplinary study. 

Program Objectives. The establishment of a Minor Program at the doctoral 
and master's levels will accomplish the following objectives: (1) Provide a 
set of high-quality core courses, some designed specifically for this program, 
that emphasize theory and methods in SST and that provide a representative 
background in SST. (2) Provide a central listing in the Graduate School 
Bulletin of all courses that are required or otherwise suitable for a minor in 
SST. Such a listing would provide general publicity and facilitate more 
specialized advertising for recruitment of graduate students into existing 
graduate programs. (3) Increase and enhance the interactions among graduate 
students and faculty involved in SST. (4) Improve the ability to attract and 
coordinate outside speakers. (5) Provide official University of Minnesota 
recognition of the minor on student transcripts, thereby improving employment 
opportunities. 

Admission Requirements. Graduate students must be accepted by the Graduate 
School and by the major program in which they are enrolled. Admission to the 
minor program will therefore be contingent upon enrollment in good standing 
within a recognized degree granting program of the University of Minnesota. 
Admission to the minor is limited and only by permission of the Director of 
Graduate Studies in SST. 

The Curriculum. A Minor Program in SST may be pursued at both the Ph.D. 
and the Masters levels. The minimum number of graduate level quarter credits 
for the Ph.D. minor is 19, and the minimum number of credits for the Masters 
minor is 12. One new course and a colloquium will be introduced in the core 
curriculum. Four team-taught research seminars will also be introduced. The 
program for an individual student will be developed in consultation between the 
student, the major advisor, and the Director of Graduate Studies in SST. 
Students with sufficient background and previous course experience equivalent 
to one or more courses within the curriculum may apply for waiver of 
appropriate requirements and replace waived courses with additional electives 
to meet the minimum number of credits. 

Completion Requirements and Standards. A student electing the Minor in SST 
must maintain academic standing in accordance with Graduate School standards. 
No more than one course in which a grade of "C" was obtained may be used for 
credits in the minor program. No course in which a grade of "D" or "F" was 
obtained is acceptable for the minor. 
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Student Interest in the Program. It is estimated that 10 candidates will ~ 
be admitted to the Ph.D. and the Masters minor program in SST in any given ~ 
academic year. It is anticipated that most of these students will be in the 
Ph.D. minor program. Thus, it can be expected that after four years about 30 
to 35 students will be continuously affiliated with the program. These 
estimates are based upon the number of graduate students presently engaged in 
SST training in the two principal programs involved, History of Science and 
Technology and Philosophy. Many of these students can be expected to apply for 
the minor in SST. It is also anticipated that some graduate students in 
science and engineering, especially those planning a teaching career, will 
apply for the minor. 

Resources Required for the Program. 

Funding is required to support operation of the program as follows: $2000 
per year for supplies needed for mailing information, telephones, advertising, 
and recruitment activities; and $5000 per year for the support of a colloquium 
series in SST. 

Space, equipment, and the libraries of the University are adequate to 
support the proposed program. 

2. Need for the Program. Although the University of Minnesota is nationally 
recognized for its strength in SST, especially in history and philosophy of 
science and technology, there is no coherent program to focus that strength. 
Currently there are fourteen faculty in six research or training units that are 
actively involved in research in SST. The National Science Foundation (NSF) \ 
recently awarded this group a five-year, renewable, research training grant in ~ 
SST. The minor in SST will serve as the focus for the training or educational 
component of this research training grant. Students supported by these NSF 
training grant fellowships must enroll in the minor in SST. 

The University of Minnesota is ideally suited to train scholars in this 
interdisciplinary field because of (1) the large number of established faculty 
who carry out research and teaching in this area; (2) existing graduate 
programs that are directly related to the SST; and (3) the recently awarded NSF 
training grant that can support doctoral students in this area. 

Establishment of a formal minor will bring focus, visibility, increased 
enrollment, awareness, curriculum improvement, increased faculty and student 
participation, and improved quality of students to an active program that is 
now unnecessarily diffuse. Establishment of a core curriculum and formal minor 
will provide students with an improved overview of the field and also will 
ensure that graduating students from diverse fields possess integrated 
knowledge of the methods of SST. 

3. Mission 

The proposed program fits well within the total educational mission of the 
University of Minnesota. As outlined above, the program will enhance the 
position of the University by attracting more qualified graduate students ~o 
present programs, producing individuals who are broadly and tho:oughly ~ratned 
in this field, and facilitating interdepartmental research and tnstructton 
among University faculty interested in SST. 
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4. Comparative Program Analysis 

There exists no similar program among the institutions of higher education 
in Minnesota, nor do the universities in neighboring states offer a graduate 
minor in SST. 

5. Duplication 

The proposed Minor in SST does not duplicate existing programs in the 
region. 

6. Cost/Benefit 

The net cost of this program to the University of Minnesota is minimal, 
since the program will principally gather, focus, and coordinate existing 
course offerings. The recently-awarded NSF training grant provides $826,000 
over five years. Each year this will support six graduate student fellowships 
including tuition (four during the first year) and two postdoctoral 
fellowships. Nearly all faculty effort involved will be handled by 
reassignment. Postdoctoral fellows supported by the NSF research training 
grant will team-teach some of the new research seminars with regular faculty, 
thereby reducing the total demand on the permanent faculty. The cost of this 
program to an individual student is also negligible, since a Ph.D. or Masters 
student must presently declare a minor or a supporting field. A minor in SST 
can be obtained by an individual student at no increase in cost above the 
present options available to students. 

The benefits of this program are numerous. The proposed program will 
provide the University of Minnesota with a curriculum in SST and will stimulate 
interdisciplinary research by graduate students and faculty. Thus, the 
proposed program can be expected to elevate the esteem of the University within 
the scholarly community. The program will aid recruitment of more highly 
qualified students to existing graduate programs in which they would major. 
Finally, the products of our graduate programs--the students--will be better 
trained in SST and reflect more positively upon the University of Minnesota. 

7. Hypothesis to be Tested 

This is not an experimental program. 
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SECTION III 

A proposal to Establish a Minor in Studies of Science 
and Technology (SST) at the Doctoral and Masters Level 

A. Introduction 

The history and philosophy of science and technology are long established 
fields of study. Yet it is only since World War II that they have experienced 
continual growth, as the need to understand such central features of modern 
society became ever more pressing. 

It has gradually become clear that much of the difficulty in understanding 
science and technology in different historical periods and cultures is that no 
single method or traditional discipline is fully adequate to the task. Given 
the diversity and complexity of the sciences, a multidisciplinary approach is 
required: an approach that lowers traditional disciplinary barriers and 
encourages the integration of projects, the interaction of results, and the 
comprehensiveness of theories concerning the nature and development of science 
and technology. This multidisciplinary approach to studying the conceptual 
foundations, historical development and social context of science has become 
known as Studies of Science and Technology (or Science and Technology Studies). 
SST draws, to varying degrees, upon the methods, theories, and results of 
history, philosophy, and the social and behavioral sciences. 

To foster the integration of the various approaches to the study of science 
and technology, a new minor in SST is proposed. The central and innovative \ 
feature is a series of research seminars (in four areas in which the University ~ 
is particularly strong) that will be team taught by faculty from different 
disciplines. In this way students and faculty will simultaneously be exposed 
to a variety of approaches to the same problem. NSF recognized the 
fruitfulness of this idea by recently awarding the faculty in SST a research 
training grant to pursue it. 

The University of Minnesota long ago demonstrated its leadership and 
innovative approaches to the history and philosophy of science and technology 
when in 1953 it established the first center for the philosophy of science in 
this country. There are now six research or teaching units at the University 
dedicated to the history and philosophy of science and technology: the 
Minnesota Center for Philosophy of Science, the Program in History of Science 
and Technology, the Department of History of Medicine, the Charles Babbage 
Institute: Center for the History of Information Processing, and the Center 
for Biomedical Ethics. There are seven historians of science and technology 
and seven philosophers of science affiliated with these units. They are in 
eight different departments in CBS, CLA, IT, and the Medical School. 

The University of Minnesota is ideally suited to train scholars in this 
interdisciplinary field because of (1) the large number of established faculty 
who carry out research and teaching in this area; (2) existing graduate program 
at the Ph.D. and Masters level which are directly related to the SST; and (3) 
the recently awarded NSF training grant that can support doctoral students in 
this area. 

The current lack of an organizational structure for SST causes several 
problems. 
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(1) There is no central listing of available faculty and courses in SST 
and no single source from which prospective students can obtain information 
about resources. These circumstances make it more difficult to advertise for 
and recruit quality graduate students. Consequently, some well-qualified 
students, who might otherwise attend the University of Minnesota, matriculate 
at other institutions. 

(2) There is no way for graduate students to obtain formal recognition on 
their records of their expertise in SST. 

(3) Because there is no formal curriculum in SST the education of graduate 
students in this area is not effectively coordinated and integrated. 

(4) Because faculty and graduate students with interests in SST are 
distributed among many departments, and because there is no formal educational 
organization for SST, interactions among these individuals are not as frequent, 
widespread, or fruitful as they might be. 

B. The Proposed Program 

Proposed Objectives: Establishment of this minor will accomplish the 
following objectives: 

(1) Permit the appointment of a Director of Graduate Studies and selection 
of a Steering Committee. This group would be responsible for the operation of 
the program. 

(2) Provide a set of high-quality core courses, some designed specifically 
for this program, that emphasize theory and methods in SST and provide a 
representative background in SST. In particular, one new course, a colloquium, 
and a series of team-taught research seminars will be developed for this 
program. 

(3) Provide a central listing in the Graduate School Bulletin of all 
courses that are required or otherwise suitable for a minor in SST. Such a 
listing would provide general publicity and facilitate more specialized 
advertising for recruitment of graduate students into existing graduate 
programs. 

(4) Increase and enhance the interactions among graduate students and 
faculty involved in SST. 

(5) Improve the ability to attract and coordinate outside speakers. 

(6) Provide official university recognition of the minor on student 
transcripts, thereby improving employment opportunities. 

Admission Requirements: Graduate students must be accepted by the Graduate 
School and by the major program in which they are enrolled. Admission to the 
minor program will therefore be contingent upon enrollment in good standing 
within a recognized degree-granting program of the University of Minnesota. 
Admission to the minor is limited and only by permission of the Director of 
Graduate Studies in SST. 
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The Curriculum 

The program for an individual student will be developed in consultation 
between the student, the major advisor, and the Director of Graduate Studies in 
SST. Students with sufficient background and previous course experience 
equivalent to one or more courses within the curriculum may apply for waiver of 
appropriate requirements and replace waived courses with additional electives 
to meet the minimum credit minimum. 

Masters Minor in SST: The minor program requires a minimum of 12 graduate
level quarter credits. Credits from courses within the student's major 
department do not count toward the.minor. Masters students will be required to 
take HSci 8111, Phil 8xxx (see Core Courses below), and one of the new SST 8xxx 
seminars (see the list of Elective Courses below). Any additional credits must 
be chosen from the list of Elective Courses. 

Ph.D. Minor in SST: The minor requires a mLnLmum of 19 graduate level 
quarter credits. Credits from courses in the student's major department do not 
count toward the minor. Students will be required to take HSci 8111, Phil 
8xxx, the colloquium (see Core Courses below), and two of the new SST seminars 
(see the list of Elective Courses below). Any additional credits must be 
chosen from the list of Elective Courses. 

A list of courses required or acceptable for the minor follows. Core 
courses (i.e., those required for the minor) are listed first, then elective 
courses, and finally a brief description of new courses. Elective courses are 
organized by research areas corresponding to the foci of faculty expertise and 
interests. Courses from multiple departments comprise each module. 

History of Science & Technology 

Philosophy 

SST 

Models. Theories and Reality 

SST 

History of Science & Technology 

History of Science & Technology 

Philosophy 

CORE COURSES 

8111 

8xxx 

8xxx 

Historiography of Science & Technology 
4 cr. Staff 

Aims and Methods of Philosophy of Science 
4 cr. Staff 

Colloquium. 1 cr per qtr for 3 qtrs 

ELECTIVE COURSES 

8xxx 

5113 

5511 

5222 

Seminar. 4 cr. Anderson, Giere, 
Gunderson, Hanson, Hellman, Savage, 
Shapiro, Stuewer 

Natural Philosophy in the Scientific 
Revolution. 4 cr. Shapiro 

History of Scientific Methodology. 
4 cr. Beatty 

Philosophy of Mathematics. 4 cr. 
Anderson, Hanson, Hellman 



Philosophy 

Philosophy 

Philosophy 

Philosophy 

Biomedical Science 

SST 

History of Medicine 

History of Medicine 

History of Science & Technology 

c History of Science & Technology 

History of Science & Technology 

Philosophy 

Physical Science 

SST 

History of Science & Technology 

History of Science & Technology 

History of Science & Technology 

History of Science & Technology 

History of Science & Technology 

7 

5602 

5603 

5608 

5615 

8xxx 

5002 

5035 

5201 

5202 

5242 

5607 

8xxx 

5924 

5925 

5935 

Philosophy of Science: Theories and 
Explanation. 4 cr. Giere, Hellman, 
Savage 

Philosophy of Science: Scientific Change 
4 cr. Giere 

Philosophy of Science: Theory and 
Measurement. 4 cr. Savage 

Minds, Bodies, and Machines. 4 cr. 
Gunderson, Owens 

Seminar. 4 cr. Beatty, Caplan, Eyler 

Public Health Issues in Historical 
Perspective. 4 cr. Eyler 

The Germ Theory and the Medical 
Profession. 4 cr. Eyler 

History of Biology: 19th Century. 4 cr. 
Beatty 

History of Biology: 20th Century. 4 cr. 
Beatty 

The Darwinian Revolution. 4 cr. Beatty 

Philosophy of Science: Problems of the 
Biological Sciences. 4 cr. Beatty, 
Caplan 

Seminar. 4 cr. Hellman, Shapiro, 
Stuewer 

History of 19th-Century Physics. 4 cr. 
Stuewer 

History of 20th-Century Physics. 4 cr. 
Stuewer 

History of Nuclear Physics. 4 cr. 
Stuewer 

8121 Foundations for Research in Ancient 
Science. 4 cr. Shapiro 

8122 Foundations for Research in the Scientific 
Revolution. 4 cr. Shapiro 



Philosophy 

Philosophy 

Philosophy 

Science. Technology. and Society 

SST 

History of Medicine 

History of Medicine 

History of Science & Technology 

History of Science & Technology 

History of Science & Technology 

History of Science & Technology 

Philosophy 

8 

5604 

5605 

5606 

8xxx 

5045 

Philosophy of Science: Determinism and 
Causation. 4 cr. Hellman 

Philosophy of Science: Time and Space. 
4 cr. Hellman, Savage 

Philosophy of Quantum Mechanics. 4 cr. 
Hellman 

Seminar. 4 cr. Beatty, Caplan, Eyler, 
Kohlstedt, Layton, Norberg 

Medical Profession in America. 4 cr. 
Eyler 

5120, Historical Topics: Medicine and the 

5130 Modern State. 4 cr. per qtr. Eyler 

5321 

5331 

5332 

5825 

5770 

History of Computing. 4 cr. Norberg 

Technology and American Culture. 4 cr. 
Norberg 

Science and American Culture. 4 cr. 
Kohlstedt 

Physics and Society in 20th-Century 
America. 4 cr. Stuewer 

Topics: Ethical Issues in Biomedicine. 
4 cr. Caplan 

NEW COURSES 

Phil 8xxx. Aims and Methods of Philosophy of Science 
Proposed Course Outline 

I. Aims and Foundations 

A. Normative, Empirical and Naturalized Philosophy of Science 
B. Rationalism and Relativism 

II. Resources 

A. Relationships between Philosophy and History of Science 
B. Relationships between Philosophy and Sociology of Science 
c. Relationships between Philosophy of Science and the Cognitive 

Sciences 
D. Relationships between Philosophy of Science and Ethics 

E. Philosophy of Science and Feminism ~ 
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III. Major Areas of Inquiry 

A. Discovery 
B. Theory Change and Progress 
C. Experimentation 
D. Explanation 
E. Realism 
F. Conceptual Foundations 

SST 8xxx. Research Seminars 

Four new research seminars (SST 8xxx) will be introduced in the following 
areas: Models, Theories and Reality; Biomedical Science; Physical Science; and 
Science, Technology, and Society. Two or three will be taught each year. The 
topics of the seminars will vary from year to year, depending upon faculty and 
student interest. Topics being considered for the seminars during the first 
two years include: Evolutionary Models of Science (Beatty and Giere); 
Interpretations of Quantum Mechanics (Hellman and Stuewer); Theory, 
Observation, and Experiment (Savage and Shapiro); and Interactive Models of 
Science and Technology (Kohlstedt and Layton). Postdoctoral fellows, supported 
by an NSF training grant will team-teach some of the seminars with regular 
faculty. 

Completion Requirements and Standards 

Students must maintain academic standards in accordance with Graduate 
School rules. No more than one course in which a grade of "C" was obtained may 
be used for credits in the minor program. No course in which a grade of "D" or 
"F" was obtained is acceptable for the minor. 

C. Educational and Social Need for the Program 

Student Interest in the Program: It is estimated that 10 candidates will 
be admitted to the Ph.D. and Masters level minor program in SST in any given 
academic year. It is anticipated that most of these students will be in the 
Ph.D. minor program. Students supported by NSF training grant fellowships must 
be Ph.D. majors in History of Science and Technology or Philosophy and enroll 
in the minor in SST. Many other graduate students in these major programs can 
also be expected to elect this minor. It is also anticipated that graduate 
students in science and engineering, especially those planning a teaching 
career, will apply for the minor. Thus, it can be expected that after four 
years about 30 to 35 students will be continuously affiliated with the program. 

Employment Prospects: Students in history and philosophy of science and 
technology are prepared for careers at colleges, universities, museums, 
archives, and publishers. The job market for this area has been steadily 
increasing and should continue to do so. Students who have a command of the 
integrative approach of SST should have an advantage in seeking employment, 
because of their added breadth. 

D. Comparison with Similar Programs 

There is no similar program among the institutions of higher education in 
Minnesota, nor do the universities in neighboring states offer a graduate minor 
in SST. 
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A number of universities have adopted a variety of integrative approaches ~ 
to the study of science and technology and draw, in varying proportions, upon ~ 

history, philosophy, and the social and behavioral sciences. These include the 
University of California at San Diego, the University of Chicago, the 
University of Pennsylvania, and the University of Pittsburgh. None, however, 
have adopted our approach of research seminars team-taught by faculty with 
different interests, skills, and methods. The University of Minnesota is among 
the leaders in the country in history and philosophy of science and technology. 

E. Quality Control 

Qualifications of the Graduate Faculty. Membership in the Graduate Faculty 
for SST shall be restricted to those faculty who are actively involved in and 
willing to make a commitment to research and graduate education in SST. 
Election to the Graduate Faculty in SST shall be granted, upon application, to 
those faculty of the University of Minnesota who accept and fulfill the 
responsibilities outlined below. The appointments to the Graduate Faculty will 
be at the "E" level since the proposal is to establish a minor program in SST: 

(1) The faculty should be actively engaged in research in SST. Evidence 
of such activity would be indicated by recent grant support and publications. 

(2) The faculty should be willing and able to act as advisors or co
advisors to students seeking the minor in existing, graduate degree-granting 
programs. 

(3) The faculty should direct or provide a major contribution to at least 
one graduate-level course in SST. 

(4) The faculty should teach one research seminar in SST at least once 
every three years. 

(5) The faculty should be available for service on both standing and ad 
hoc committees for the SST program. 

Periodically, but at no less than five-year intervals, the Steering 
Committee should review the program-related activities of the SST graduate 
faculty and revise faculty composition accordingly. 

Governance of the Program. Primary administrative responsibility for the 
program will be vested in the Director of Graduate Studies (DGS). The DGS will 
be elected by a majority vote of the program faculty and will serve for a 
period of two years. The DGS will be assisted by the SST Steering Committee. 
These members will be appointed by the Executive Committee of the NSF training 
group with the intent of equally representing the disciplines comprising SST. 
Each year the program faculty must approve the composition of the Steering 
Committee. 

Evaluation of the Program. Periodic internal and external reviews will be 
the primary means by which the program is evaluated. Internal reviews will be 
carried out at the discretion of the Dean of the Graduate School by non-SST 
faculty at the University of Minnesota. External reviews will be conducted \ 
approximately every three years by a committee of SST researchers in accordance ~ 
with the NSF training grant. It is expected that the program faculty will take 
steps to remedy deficiencies identified by such review. 
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F. Implementation 

Time Schedule. It is proposed that the minor in SST be initiated by Fall 
Quarter 1991. 

The Initial Faculty. It is proposed that the individuals listed in the 
Appendix comprise the initial faculty. They satisfy the criteria listed in 
section E (above), they currently teach a course or courses central to SST 
and/or conduct research in SST, and they represent the broad interests of the 
program. Upon approval of the program, this group will solicit applications 
for additional members in accordance with the criteria listed in section E 
(above). The initial group of faculty will recommend an individual to be 
appointed as Director of Graduate Studies. 

University Resources. The major obligations and responsibilities for the 
faculty in the proposed program will be accomplished by reassignment of 
efforts. Postdoctoral fellows supported by an NSF research training grant will 
team-teach some of the new research seminars with regular faculty, thereby 
reducing the total demand on the permanent faculty. 

Funding is required to support operation of the program as follows: $2000 
per year for supplies needed for mailing information, telephones, advertising, 
and recruitment activities; and $5000 per year for the support of a colloquium 
series in SST. Because the requested annual funding is modest ($7,000 per 
year), it is solicited directly from the Graduate School, where the program 
will reside, rather than from the four colleges that house the relevant 
faculties and students. 

Extra-University Resources. The NSF has already awarded $826,000 for five 
years to support graduate student and postdoctoral fellowships and tuition. 

I 
I 
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Appendix 

'\ 
Proposed Initial Faculty ~ 

Graduate Minor in SST 

C. Anthony Anderson, Professor, Philosophy 
Graduate School Status: Full Member (Philosophy) 
Education: Ph.D., University of California at Los Angeles, 1970 

M.S., University of Houston, 1965 
Selected Publications: 

Anderson, C. A., "Logical Analysis and Natural Language: The Problem of 
Multiple Analyses," in Praktische Logik, ed. Peter Klein, (Gottingen: 
Vanderhoeck & Ruprecht, 1990), 169-179. 

Anderson, C. A., ".Some Emendations of Godel's Ontological Argument," 
Faith and Philosophy, 7 (1990), 291-303. 
Anderson, C. A., "Russell on Order in Time," in Rereading Russell: 

Essays in Bertrand Russell's Metaphysics and Epistemology. Minnesota 
Studies in the Philosophy of Science Volume XII, ed. C. Wade Savage 
and C. Anthony Anderson, (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 
1989), 249-263. 

Anderson, C. A., "Russellian Intensional Logic, in Themes from Kaplan, 
eds. Joseph Almog, John Perry, and Howard Wettstein, (Oxford 
University Press, 1989), 67-103. 

Anderson, C. A., "Bealer's Quality and Concept," Journal of Philosophical 
Logic 16 (1987), 115-164. 

John Beatty, Associate Professor, Ecology, Evolution and Behavior 
Graduate School Status: Full Member (History of Science and Technology; 

Philosophy; Ecology, Evolution and Behavior) 
Associate Member (History of Medicine) 

Education: Ph.D., University of Indiana, 1979 
M.A., University of Indiana, 1977 

Selected Publications: 
Beatty, J., "Genetics in the Atomic Age: The Atomic Bomb Casualty 
Commission, 1947-1957," inK. Benson, R. Rainger (eds.), The Expansion 
of American Biology, Rutgers: Rutgers University Press. In press. 
Beatty, J., "Teleology and the Relationship of Biology to the Physical 

Sciences in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries," in F. Durham and 
R. Purrington (eds.), Newton's Legacy: The Origins and Influence of 
Newtonian Science, New York: Columbia University Press, 1990. 

Beatty, J., "Evolutionary Anti-Reductionism: Historical Considerations," 
Biology and Philosophy, 5 (1990), 199-210. 

Gigerenzer, G., Z. Swijtink, T. Porter, L. Daston, J. Beatty, and L. 
Kruger, The Empire of Chance: How Probability Changed Science and 

Everyday Life, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989. 
Beatty, J., and S. Mills, "Rethinking the Propensity Interpretation of 

Fitness: A Peek Inside Pandora's Box," in M. Ruse (ed.), What the 
Philosophy of Biology is Today: Essays for David Hull, Dordrecht: 
Kluwer, 1989. 

Arthur L. Caplan, Professor, Philosophy, Surgery 
Graduate School Status: Full Member (Philosophy, Surgery) 
Education: Ph.D., Columbia University, 1979 

M.A., Columbia University, 1973 
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Selected Publications: 
Caplan, A. L., D. M. Bartels, R. Priester, and D. E. Vawter, eds., 

Beyond Baby M: Ethical Issues Raised by New Reproductive Techniques, 
Humana Press, 1989. 

Caplan, A. L., "Seek and Ye Might Find," in Scientific Theories, ed. 
C. W. Savage, (University of Minnesota Press, 1990), 22-40. 

Caplan, A. L., "Can Philosophy Cure What Ails the Medical Models?", in 
The Second 50 Years: Promoting Health and Preventing Disability, 
eds., R. L. Berg, and J. Cassells (Washington: National Academy of 
Sciences Presses, 1990), 291-310. 

Caplan, A. L., "The Concepts of Health and Disease," in Medical Ethics, 
ed., R. Veatch (Jones & Bartlett, 1989), 49-63. 

Caplan, A. L., and R. Kane, ed., Everyday Ethics: Resolving Dilemmas in 
Nursing Home Life, New York, Springer, 1990. 

Caplan, A. L., and H. T. Englehardt, Jr., eds., Scientific Controversies, 
Cambridge University Press, 1987. 

John M. Eyler, Associate Professor, History of Medicine 
Graduate School Status: Full Member (History, History of Medicine, History of 

Science and Technology) 
Education: Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1971 
Selected Publications: 

Eyler, J. M., "The Sick Poor and the State: Arthur Newsholme on Poverty, 
Disease, Responsibility," in Framing Disease, ed. Charles Rosenberg 
and Janet Golden (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press). In 
press. 

Eyler, J. M., "Policing the Food Trades: Epidemiology, Hygiene, and 
Public Administration in Edwardian Brighton," History of Hygiene: 
Proceedings of the 12th International Symposium on the Comparative 
History of Medicine--East and West, ed. Yosio Kawakita, Shizu Sakai, 
and Yasuo Otsuka (Tokyo: Ishiyaku EuroAmerican, Inc., 1991), 193-225. 

Eyler, J. M., "Science, Conscience, and Public Policy: Historical 
Reflections on Controversial Reproductive Issues," in Beyond Baby M: 

Ethical Issues in New Reproductive Techniques, ed. Dianne M. Bartels, 
Reinhard Priester, Dorothy E. Vawter and Arthur L. Caplan (Clifton, 
NJ: Humana Press, Inc., 1990), 29-43. 

Eyler, J. M., "Poverty, Disease, Responsibility: Arthur Newsholme and 
the Public Health Dilemmas of British Liberalism," The Milbank 
Quarterly, Suppl. 1 (1989), 109-26. 

Eyler, J. M., "Scarlet Fever and Confinement: The Edwardian Debate over 
Isolation Hospitals," Bulletin of the History of Medicine, 61 (1987), 
1-24. 

Ronald N. Giere, Professor, Philosophy 
Graduate School Status: Full Member (Philosophy) 

Associate Member (History of Science and Technology) 
Education: Ph.D., Cornell University, 1968 

M.S., Cornell University, 1963 
Selected Publications: 

Giere, R. W., Understanding Scientific Reasoning, Third Edition. Ft. 
Worth: Holt, Rinehard & Winston, 1991. 

Giere, R. W., "Evolutionary Models of Science," in Evolution. Cognition, 
and Realism, ed. N. Rescher. Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 
1990, 21-32. 

Giere, R. W., "The Nature of Science: An Enlightened Postmodern 
Perspective," Coloquio/Ciencias: Revista de Cultura Cientifica, 1990, 
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72-84 (in Portuguese). 
Giere, R. W., "The Units of Analysis in Science Studies," in The 

Cognitive Turn: Sociological and Psychological Perspectives on 
Science, ed. S. Fuller, M. DeMey, T. Shinn, and S. Woolgar, Sociology 

of the Sciences Yearbook, Vol. XIII, Reidel, 1989, 3-11. 
Giere, R. W., Explaining Science: A Cognitive Approach. Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1988. 

Geoffrey Hellman, Professor, Philosophy 
Graduate School Status: Full Member (Philosophy) 
Education: Ph.D., Harvard University, 1972 
Selected Publications: 

Hellman, G., Mathematics without Numbers: Towards a Modal-Structural 
Interpretation, Oxford University Press, 1989. 

Hellman, G., "Never say 'Never'! On the Communication Problem between 
Intuitionism and Classicsm," Philosophical Topics, 17 (1989), 47-67. 

Hellman, G., "The Many-Worlds Interpretation of Set Theory," in 
Proceedings of the Philosophy of Science Association. 1988, Vol. 2 
(East Lansing, MI: PSA), 445-455. 

Hellman, G., "EPR, Bell, and Collapse: A Route around 'Stochastic' 
Hidden Variables," Philosophy of Science, 54 (1987), 558-576. 

Hellman, G., "Stochastic-Einstein-Locality and the Bell Theorems," 
Synthese, 53 (1982), 461-504. 

Keith Gunderson, Professor, Philosophy 
Graduate School Status: Full Member (Philosophy) 
Education: Ph.D., Princeton University, 1963 
Selected Publications: 

Gunderson, K., "Consciousness," forthcoming in Collier's Encyclopedia 
(1992-). In press. 
Gunderson, K., Review: The Body in the Mind -The Bodily Basis of Meaning, 

Imagination. and Reason (University of Chicago Press, 1988), Nous. 
In press. 

Gunderson, K., "Consciousness and Intentionality: Robots With and 
Without the Right Stuff," in Propositional Attitudes: The Role of 

Content in Logic. Language. and Mind, eds. C. Anthony Anderson and 
Joseph Owen (Center for Study of Language and Information, Stanford, 
1990), 385-424. 

Gunderson, K., "Leibniz's Walk-In Machine, Perception, and the Perils of 
Physicalism," in Science. Mind. and Psychology: Essays in Honor of 
Grover Maxwell, eds. C. Wade Savage and Mary Lou Maxwell (University 
Press of America, 1989), 157-198. 

Gunderson, K., "Skinnerian Privacy and Leibnizian Privacy," The 
Behavioral and Brain Sciences, December, 1984. (Invited commentary on 
aspects of B. F. Skinner's work with response from Skinner) reprinted 
in Cannonical Papers of B. F. Skinner, ed. Stephen Harnad (Cambridge 
University Press, 1988). 

William H. Hanson, Professor, Philosophy 
Graduate School Status: Full Member (Philosophy) 
Education: Ph.D., Yale University, 1965 

M.A., Yale University, 1960 
Selected Publications: 

Hanson, W. H., "Algorithmic translation in propositional logic," 
Computing and Philosophy, forthcoming. 

. .. 
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Hanson, W. H., "Indicative conditionals are truth-functional," Mind, 100 
(1991), 53-72. 

Hanson, W. H., "Second-order logic and logicism," Mind, 99 (1990), 91-99. 
Hanson, W. H., "Two kinds of deviance," History and Philosophy of Logic, 

10 (1989), 15-28. 
Hanson, W. H., and James Hawthorne, "Validity in intensional languages: 

A new approach," The Notre Dame Journal of Formal Logic, 26 (1985), 
9-33. 

Sally Gregory Kohlstedt, Professor, Geology and Geophysics 
Graduate School Status: Full Member (History of Science and Technology, 

History, American Studies) 
Examining Member (Advanced Feminist Studies) 

Education: Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1972 
M.A., Michigan State University, 1966 

Selected Publications: 
Kohlstedt, S. G., ed., The Origins of Natural Science in the United 

States: The Essays of George Brown Goode, Washington: Smithsonian 
Institution Press. In press. 

Home, R. W., and Sally Gregory Kohlstedt, eds., International Science and 
National Scientific Identity. Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 
1991. Kohlstedt co-authored the "Introduction" and contributed 
"International Exchange in the Natural History Enterprise: Museums in 
Australia and the United States." 

Kohlstedt, S. G., "Parlors, Primers, and Public Schooling: Education 
for Science in Nineteenth C[Century America," Isis, 81 (1990), 424-
445. 

Kohlstedt, S. G., "Collections and Cabinets: Natural History Museums on 
Campus, to 1860," Isis, 79 (1988), 405-426. 

Kohlstedt, S. G., "Museums on Campus: A Tradition of Inquiry and 
Teaching," Ronald Rainger, Keith Benson, and Jane Maienschein, 
eds., The American Development of Biology (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 1988), 15-47. 

Edwin Thomas Layton, Jr., Professor, Mechanical Engineering 
Graduate School Status: Full Member (History of Science and Technology, 

American Studies) 
Education: Ph.D., University of California, Los Angeles, 1956 

M.A., University of California, Los Angeles, 1953 
Selected Publications: 

Layton, E. T., Jr., "Newton Confronts the American Millwright, or Action 
and Reaction are not Always Equal," in Elizabeth Garber, ed., Beyond 
History of Science: Essays in Honor of Robert E. Schofield (Bethlehem: 
Lehigh University Press, 1990), 179-193. 

Layton, E. T., Jr., "Innovation and Engineering Design: Max Jakob and 
Heat Transfer as a Case Study," in Melvin Kranzberg, Y. Elkana, and Z. 
Tadmor, eds., Innovation at the Crossroads Between Science and 
Technology (Haifa: Nieman Press, 1989), 132-152. 

Layton, E. T., Jr., "James Rumsey: Pioneer Technologist," West Viq~inia 
History, 48 (1989), 7-32. 

Layton, E. T., Jr., "The Dimensional Revolution: The New Relations 
Between Theory and Experiment in Engineering in the Age of Michelson," 
in Stanley Goldberg and Roger Stuewer, eds., The Michelson Era in 
American Science. 1870-1930 (American Institute of Physics, 1988), 23-
38. 
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Layton, E. T., Jr., and John Lienhard, eds., History of Heat Transfer, '\ 
Essays in Honor of the 50th Anniversary of the ASME Heat Transfer ~ 
Division (American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1988). 

Arthur L. Norberg, Associate Professor, Computer Science 
Graduate School Status: Full Member (History of Science and Technology) 

Associate Member (Management of Technology) 
Education: Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1974 

M.S., University of Vermont, 1962 
Selected Publications: 

Norberg, A. L., "Government Support for the Developoment of New 
Technology: The Origins of IPTO/DARPA Programs and their Effect on 
Computer Science and Engineering," Proceedings (of a Smithsonian 
Institution Conference) Science and the Federal Patron: Post-World 
War II Government Support of American Science. Forthcoming. 

Norberg, A. L., "High-Technology Calculation in the Early 20th Century: 
Punched Card Machinery in Business and Government," Technology and 
Culture, 31 (1990), 753-779. 

Norberg, A. L., "The History of Technology," in A Report to The Congress 
of the United States on The State of the Humanities, (New York: 
American Council of Learned Societies, 1985), 223-229. 

Norberg, A. L., "Another Impact of the Computer: The History of 
Computing," IEEE Transactions on Education, E-27 (1984), 197-203. 
Norberg, A. L., "Simon Newcomb's Role in the Astronomical Revolution of 

the Early Nineteenth Hundreds," in Sky With Ocean Joined (Proceedings 
of the Sesquincentennial Symposia of the U.S. Naval Observatory) eds. 
Steven J. Dick and LeRoy E. Doggett (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Naval 
Observatory, 1983), 74-88. 

C. Wade Savage, Professor, Philosophy 
Graduate School Status: Full Member (Philosophy) 

Examining Member (Cognitive Science) 
Education: Ph.D., Cornell University, 1963 

M.A., State University of Iowa, 1955 
Selected Publications: 

Savage, C. W., editor, Philosophical and Foundational Issues in 
Measurement Theory, Erlbaum. In press. 

Savage, C. W., "Foundationalism Naturalized," in Ronald N. Giere (ed.), 
Implications of Cognitive Science for Philosophy of Science, 
University of Minnesota Press. In press. 

Savage, C. W., "The Theory-Dependence of Observational Data," in Between 
Positivism and Relativism: New Perspectives in Philosophy of Science, 
Westview Press. In press. 

Savage, C. W., "Sense-Data in Russell's Theories of Knowledge," in 
Rereading Russell: Essays on Bertrand Russell's Metaphysics and 
Epistemology, Minnesota Studies in the Philosohy of Science, volume 
12, University of Minnesota Press, 1989, 138-68. 

Savage, C. W., "Epistemological Advantages of a Cognitivist Analysis of 
Sensation and Perception," in Science. Mind. and Psychology: Essays 
in Honor of Grover Maxwell, University Press of America, 1989, 61-84. 
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Alan E. Shapiro, Professor, Physics 
Graduate School Status: Full Member (History of Science and Technology) 

Associate Member (Ancient Studies) 
Education: Ph.D., Yale University, 1970 

M.S., Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, 1965 
Sleeted Publications: 

Shapiro, A. E.,"Beyond the dating game: Watermark clusters and the 
composition of Newton's Opticks," in The Investigation of Difficult 
Things: Essays on Newton and the History of the Exact Sciences in 
Honour of D. T. Whiteside, P. M. Harman and A. E. Shapiro, eds., 
Cambridge University Press. In press. 

Shapiro, A. E., Fits. Passions. and Paroxysms: Method. Physics. and 
Chemistry in Newton's Theories of Colored Bodies and Fits of Easy 
Reflection, Cambridge University Press. In press. 

Shapiro, A. E., "Barrow's Optical Lectures and the foundations of optical 
imagery," in Before Newton: The Life and Times of Isaac Barrow, ed. 
Mordechai Feingold (Cambridge University Press, 1990), 105-178. 

Shapiro, A. E., "Huygens' Traite de la lumiere and Newton's Opticks: 
Pursuing and eschewing hypotheses," Notes and Records of the Royal 
Society of London, 43 (1989), 223-47. 

Shapiro, A. E., The Optical Papers of Isaac Newton. Volume I. The 
Optical Lectures. 1670-1672. Cambridge University Press, 1984. 

Roger H. Stuewer, Professor Physics 
Graduate School Status: Full Member (History of Science and Technology, 

Physics) 
Associate Member (American Studies) 

Education: Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1968 
M.S., University of Wisconsin, 1964 

Selected Publications: 
Goldberg S. and Roger H. S., eds., The Michelson Era in American Science 

1870-1930, (New York: American Institute of Physics [AlP Conference 
Proceedings 179], 1988). 

Stuewer, R. H., "Mass-Energy and the Neutron in the Early Thirties" 
(paper delivered at conference in Jerusalem, Israel, April 1990), 
forthcoming. 

Stuewer, R. H., "The Complementarity of History and Science" (paper 
delivered at conference in Bielefeld, Germany, October 1989), 
forthcoming. 

Stuewer, R. H., "The Origins of the Liquid-Drop Model of the Nucleus," 
forthcoming in Proceedings of Conference on "50 Years of Nuclear 
Fission" (Berlin, March 30-31, 1989). 

Stuewer, R. H., "Introduction" to Basic Bethe: Seminal Articles in 
Nuclear Physics (New York: American Institute of Physics and Tomash 
Publications, 1986). 



~::".::-.~,~~ ' UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA Department of Ecology, Evolution and Behavior 

::;;;,ti; ~ : , TWIN CITIES , 109 Zoology 

April 25, 1991 

Associate Dean Ken Zimmerman 
The Graduate School 
325 Johnston Hall 
Minneapolis Campus 

Dear Ken: 

• 318 Church Street S.E . 
. Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

i (612) 625-4466 
Fax(612)625-4490 

I write to support the proposed new graduate minor in 
"Studies of Science and Technology." The faculty of this program 
is exceptionally strong. Their collaboration to produce the new 
minor should pay off in productive interactions that set a 
national standard. It speaks to that standard that their concept 
of a graduate training program should be successful in gaining 
one of the highly competitive 5-year NSF Research Training 
Grants. 

Ecology, evolution and behavior are all relatively young ~ 
disciplines with a strong historical element. John Beatty and ~ 
his students have provided an excellent linkage to activities in 
the history and philosophy of science that have attracted a 
number of our faculty and students. We are pleased that 
activities in the new minor will increase opportunities for even 
broader interactions with distinguished local and visiting 
scholars in the history of science and technology. Such 
interactions should add to the breadth and quality of our own 
program. 

Yours sincerely, 

Franklin H. Barnwell 
Professor and Department Head 

, . .. 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

Twin Cities Campus 

April24, 1991 

Dean Kenneth C. Zimmerman 
Graduate School 
325 Johnston Hall 
Campus 

Dear Ken: 

School of Physics and Astronomy 

Institute of Technology 

APR 2 9 1991 

Tate Laboratory of Physics 
116 Church Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, MN 55455 

I am pleased to write in support of the proposal for a graduate minor in Studies of 
Science and Technology. At one level, this proposed minor represents only a small 
perturbation on our current programs. The proposed courses mostly exist; the proposed new 
courses consist only of a research seminar and a colloquium series for the field. Apparently, no 
additional faculty members are required. 

At another level, however, the proposed minor represents a unique opportunity for the 
University to take advantage of a substantial National Science Foundation Traineeship Grant 
in order to focus and make more obvious the resources of the University in this critical area. I 
completely concur with the proponents that a society such as ours, which is highly dependent 
on science and technology, should focus some resources on the history and philosophy of 
scientific and technological methodology and achievement. For its own self-interest, our 
society must guide the development of science and technology. Such direction requires both a 
knowledge of the past and an understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of the scientific 
method. Ph.D.-level scientists and engineers will be able to make better contributions to both 
public and research management, if they understand the historical and philosophical context 
which is the subject of this proposed minor. I would also advise Ph.D. students who envision 
teaching in a liberal arts setting to strongly consider this minor as a way of increasing their 
ability to teach courses on the interface of science and society or science and public policy. 

My only reservation about this proposal concerns the proposed budget. Since the 
faculty members involved are already on staff and presumably have access to budgets for 
teaching supplies, it is not obvious to me why the proposed minor itself requires a recurring 
budget of $2,000 for supplies. I understand better the request for $5,000 to pay for a colloquium 
series. This amount is actually quite modest and will not permit very many outside speakers 
each year. However, my preference is that such colloquia should be funded through regular 
departmental budgets and not through ad hoc grants from the Graduate School. Despite these 
comments, I believe the proposal should be approved no matter what funding scheme is 
adopted. 

Sincerely, 

//(/---/ /;.; /Jf} . ~/,. r/L~I;:J. ( 
(., Marvin L. Marshak 

Professor and Head 



MAY 3 1991 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

107 Walter Library Twin Cities Campus Office of the Dean 

Institute of Technology 
I I 7 Pleasant StreetS .E. "\ 
Minneapolis, MN 55455 '<tt!llll 

Professor Kenneth C. Zimmerman 
Associate Dean, Graduate School 
325 Johnston Hall 
Minneapolis East Bank 

Dear Ken: 

April 30, 1991 

612-624-2006 
Fax: 612-624-2841 
EMail: 
infante @mailbox.mail. umn.edu 

I am writing on behalf of the Institute of Technology to offer strong 
support for the proposed new graduate minor program in Studies of 
Science and Technology. The proposed program has been carefully 
developed by the faculty members in the programs in the history and 
philosophy of science and technology, and the establishing of this 
program was included as a component of the proposal that a group of 
faculty members from those programs submitted to NSF for a research 
training grant. The recent awarding of this grant now obligates us to 
establish the program as quickly as is feasible. 

The attachments to the Program Approval Certification form make a strong 
case for the need for a program in Studies in Science and Technology, 
pointing out that the University of Minnesota is already nationally 
recognized for its strengths in the areas of history and philosophy of 
science and technology, although there is no program in which to focus 
these strengths. The proposed minor program will serve as this focus, 
bringing together on a more formal basis the expertise of the various 
scholars who will contribute to this interdisciplinary field. The 
program is well conceived and is worthy of receiving formal recognition 
as a graduate minor. I strongly support the formal establishment and 
implementation of this program. 

GSB:mls 

Yours sincerely, 

Gordon S. Beavers 
Associate Dean for 

Academic Affairs 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

Associate Dean Ken Zimmerman 
The Graduate School 
325 Johnston Hall 
Minneapolis campus 

Dear Ken, 

Department of Philosophy 
355 Ford Hall 
224 Church Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

May 3, 1991 

MAY 7 

I write in support of the proposed new graduate minor in 
Studies of Science and Technology, to be offered in connection 
with the National Science Foundation Research Training Grant 
recently received by an interdisciplinary group consisting 
primarily of historians of science and philosophers of science. 
The proposed minor is well-conceived, and promises to nicely com
plement present programs in both the history and the philosophy 
of science. The program will almost certainly facilitate the 
recruitment of strong and promising graduate students in both the 
history and the philosophy of science, and it will certainly in
crease opportunities for interaction among scholars in both of 
those.fields. Speaking for the Philosophy Department I am happy 
to endorse the minor, and I hope that it will be approved. 

Sincerely yours, 

GehH~ 
H. E. Mason 
Professor and Chair 

1991 



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

Twin Cities Campus 

May 22, 1991 

Dr. Kenneth Zimmerman, Associate Dean 
Graduate School 
325 Johnston Hall 
Minneapolis Campus 

Dear Ken: 

Office of the Dean 

College of Biological Sciences 

MAY 2 3 1991 
123 Snyder Hall 
1475 Gortner Avenue 
St. Paul, MN 55108-1095 

612-624-2244 
Fax: 612-624-2785 

I'm happy to endorse the minor "SttrliescfScience and Technology" which is being 
proposed by Alan Shapiro. This minor will introduce students to an important aspect of 
modem science; this aspect will become a major theme in society in the next 20 years. The 
faculty in the program are very strong, and the intellectual structure is solid. It is a very 
solid offering. 

Yours, 

d_J:i_, 
P. T. Magee 
Dean 

PIM:lcc 

cc: Prof. Alan Shapiro 

•• 
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I~ UNIVERSITYOFMINNESOTA 
~ I y lWIN CITIES . 

Department of Electrical Engineering 
4-17 4 EE/CSci Building 

I 
I 

TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
SUBJECT: 

200 Union Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

Phone: (612) 625-3300 
FAX: (612) 625-4583 

Physical Sciences Polic~ ;:nd Review Committee 
Richard Y. Kain (21~ 
April 21, 1991 
M.E.E. Coursework Only Recommendations 

APR 2 2 1991 

At its meeting today, the Electrical Engineering faculty approved the following motion 
regarding the implementation of the Master's of Electrical Engineering via the coursework
only option. I request that the Policy and Review Committee and the Graduate School 
Executive Committee approve this program, operating under the rules specified in the motion, 
to be effective to admissions for Fall 1991. 

MOTION: The Master's of Electrical Engineering program will operate under the 
following rules and guidelines: 

1) Admission will be automatically granted to people whose University of 
Minnesota undergraduate record exceeds a B average, unless the performance in technical 
courses is below this level. Applicants whose undergraduate GPA is below 2.8 will be 
rejected, unless there is a significantly better performance in technical courses. Applicants 
whose records fall between these limits will be reviewed by the Graduate committee, which 
may recommend admission, rejection, or (conditional) admission after the applicant completes 
a trial set of courses while registered as an Adult Special student. Admission standards for 
students from other schools will be adjusted according to the school's reputation. 

2) All applicants should have a Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical 
Engineering or a related field. Persons with Engineering Technology degrees will not be 
admitted to the program. 

3) All degree candidates shall maintain a performance index (a GPA grade 
encompassing all courses that appear on the graduate transcript) above 3.0 after completion of 
12 credits. This standard will be required for graduation from the 'program. 

4) A student can submit for degree credit only those graduate courses 
acceptable under the department's regular rules governing graduate credit. 

5) There will be a final oral examination administered by a committee of three 
faculty members, of which at least two shall be members of the Electrical Engineering 
graduate faculty. 

SEE THE INTERPRETATION ON THE NEXT PAGE 



. INTERPRETATION: The following interpretation is added to clarify the 
understandings held by EE faculty members when reading the MEE (coursework track) 
motion. The interpretation may be necessary to satisfy the Graduate School's needs for 
definitions, but I [R. Y. Kain] didn't want to modify the motion actually passed by the 
faculty, so I have added this interpretation section. 

1) In 1) above, the words "automatically granted" mean "Automatically 
recommended by the department." 

2) In 1) above, the words "Graduate Committee" refer to the Electrical 
Engineering program's Graduate Committee, and not an entity within the Graduate School. 

3) In 4) above reference is made to the department's regular rules regarding 
graduate credit. These are, of course, subject to change independently of the approval of the 
MEE program. At present the rules are that 

a) All EE courses submitted for credit must have course numbers above 5499. 
b) The minor courses must be taken outside EE. 
c) Any courses outside IT (and statistics) appearing on the program must have 

specific approval from both the advisor and the (departmental) Graduate Committee; normally 
such approval is not granted. . 

d) EE Colloquium credits cannot be counted towards degree requirements. 
e) The amount of seminar, independent study and readings credits cannot exceed 10% 

of the credits on the program. 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

7 April 1991 

Dean Robert Holt 
Graduate School 
321 Johnston Hall 
West Bank Campus 

APR 1 7 199J 

Department of Rhetoric 
(Technical Communication Program) 
202 Haecker Hall 
1364 Eckles Avenue 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55108 

Dear Dean Holt and Members of the Social Science Graduate Faculty: 

The Department of Rhetoric is requesting a name change for our master's 
program from Master of Science in Technical Communication to Master of 
Science in Scientific and Technical Communication. This change was 
voted on in a previous Rhetoric Graduate faculty meeting and passed 
unanimously (10-0). 

We are requesting this name change to better reflect the new research 
thrusts in the Department, the students we are attracting and the kinds 
of employment they are finding. In the past about 60% of our students 
came from or found positions in the computer or computer-related 
industries. The remaining 40% found positions in banks, insurance 
companies, agribusiness, government, and nonprofits. However, over the 
past three years we have been attracting more and more students from 
the health related professions and the sciences: medical technologists, 
registered nurses, graduates with degrees in the hard sciences and 
consumer food science. These students both come from and wish to find 
employment in the sciences or health sciences. They are not so much 
interested in writing technical manuals as they are in communicating 
about science to other scientific professionals or to consumers. 

In addition, a number of the Rhetoric faculty have recognized the need 
for developing closer ties with faculty in the health-related professions to 
gain a better understanding of their scientific communication needs. As a 
part of this effort, we have been working closely with Clinical Pharmacy 
for two years in developing and testing writing modules to accompany 
Pharmacy classes. We are also doing research on how to incorporate 
computers into the graduate-level Pharmacy curriculum. These efforts 
are now being expanded to encompass graduate Pharmacy students at 
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Mayo Clinic as well. We also co-authored a grant with the Colleges of 
Pharmacy and DentistrY to help new scientists develop their research 
programs and plan the curricula for their classes. Finally, we have 
become active in the. American Medical Writer's Association (AMW A), 
and we have both participated in and proposed the Educator's Forum at 
the last two AMW A annual conferences. 

A new faculty member who will join us in Fall 1991 is a well-known 
scholar in the rhetoric of science. Professor Allan Gross will also 
contribute to our expansion into theory and research in scientific 
communication and will lead graduate study in this area. 

For all of these reasons, we believe that the proposed name change will 
better reflect the directions we are moving and the kinds of students we 
are attracting. Moreover, it will help us network better with AMW A and 
other professional organizations to help our students find careers in 
scientific communication. Therefore, we are requesting your approval of 
a name change to Master of Science in Scientific and Technical 
Communication. 

Respectfully submitted 

Victoria M. Mikelonis 
Director of Graduate Studies 

VM:lk 



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
TWIN CITIES 

Department of Civil and Mineral Engineering 
122 Civil and Mineral Engineering Building 
500 Pillsbury Drive S.E. 

March 6, 1991 

Dean Robert Holt 
Graduate School 
321 Johnston Hall 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455-0220 

(612) 625-5522 . 
TWX 9105762955 Facsimile (612) 626-7750 

Attention: Vicki Field 

Dear Dean Holt: 

As the attached memo indicates, the Department of Civil and Mineral Engineering 
currently has two sets of M.S. Degrees that are virtually indistinguishable. To 
eliminate duplication and the corresponding confusion that this duplication 
creates, the issue of eliminating group b) of the attached memo was taken up as 
a closed-ballet vote at the February 14, 1991 Department faculty meeting. The 
vote was as follows: 

15 - Eliminate group b) on the attached memo from the M.S. Degrees offered 
by the Department. 

4 - Keep the current degree offerings as is. 

Thus, the Department of Civil and Mineral Engineering requests that the following 
graduate degree programs be eliminated: 

Civil Engineering: 
Gee-Engineering: 
Mineral Engineering: 

M.S.C.E. 
M.S. Geo-E. 
M.S. Min.E. 

The graduate degrees offered in the Department will then be as follows: 

Civil Engineering: 
Gee-Engineering: 
Mineral Engineering: 

M.S., M.C.E., Ph.D. 
M.S., M.Geo-E., Ph.D. 
M.S., M.Min.E., Ph.D. 

Please call me at 625-2308 or 627-4600 if you have any questions or comments. 

Sincerely, 
I 
i i i 

/ '· I . : I-'· 

John Gulliver 
Director of Graduate Studies 

JG:ss 

cc: Steven Crouch 
<Holt2.ltr> 



February 1, 1991 
HANDOUT FOR CME FACULTY MEETING ON FEBRUARY 14, 1991 

TO BE. DISCUSSED AND VOTED ON. 

Degre~s in the Civil. and Mineral Engineering Department 

The Department currently has seven masters degrees, and one Ph.D. degree. The 
seven masters degrees are: 

a) M.S. Master of Science 

b) M.S.C.E. Master of Science in Civil Engineering 
M.S. Min. E. Master of Science in Mineral Engineering 
M.S. Geo. E. Master of Science in Gee-Engineering 

c) M.C.E. Master of Civil Engineering 
M. Min. E. Master of Mineral Engineering 
M. Geo. E. Master of Gee-Engineering 

There are Plan A and Plan B programs for both groups a) and b), such that the 
overlap is complete. The M.S. degree has no program designation ~n the diploma, 
but the transcripts do specify the major field. This change will have no effect 
on the student's professional registration. 

Proposed by the Graduate Studies Committee: 
Eliminate group b). 

Discussion: The M.S.C.E., M.S. Min. E., and M.S. Geo. E. have traditionally been 

J 

given to individuals with a B.S. degree from an engineering program. The M.S. \ 
degree is given to individuals with a bachelors degree in other fields, such as ~ 
Physics, Chemistry, etc. This is a distinction made in our department alone. 
Possibly only the Director of Graduate Studies is fully aware of it. There is 
no distinction made by the graduate students or their current or future 
employers. The Graduate School has no requirements for two M.S. degrees from 
each program (M.S. and M.S.C.E.; M.S. and M.S. Geo. E.; M.S. and M.S. Min. E.). 
Other engineering departments generally have either group a) or group b). 

The Graduate School appears to be confused on this issue as well. For example, 
students admitted to the M.S. program can register their degree program form 
under M.S. C. E., and receive an M.S.C.E., and vice versa. There is thus 
absolutely no distinction made in practice between the group a and group b 
degrees. 

Note: The group c) degrees are as specified by the Graduate School, and cannot 
be retitled to be a Master of Engineering (Program Designation). 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I agree with the Graduate Studies Committee proposal to eliminate 
group b). 

I would prefer the present system with the seven master degrees. 

<degree.cme> 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
DULUTH 

March 14, 1991 

Dean Robert Holt 
Dean of the Graduate School 
University of Minnesota · 
Minneapolis, MN 55455 

Dear Dean Holt: 
. 

College of Edural,on and Human Serv1ce Proless1ons 

Department o_f Psychology and Mental Health 
320 Bohannon Hall 
10 University Drive 
Duluth, Mtnnesota 55812-2496 

(218) 726-7117 

This is a formal request to have the Special Education 
Emphasis removed from the Educational Psychology Program at the 
University of Minnesota, Duluth. This request has the unanimous 
support of the faculty of the bepartment of Psychology & Mental 
Health. It has the support of Uwe Stuecher who originated the 
program. It has the support of the Vern Simula in the Special 
Education Faculty at UMD. In addition, we have conferred with 
Associate Dean Hedman and Bill Gemeinhardt. 

To continue the program any more only result in cons1derable 
problems for everyone involved. It is particularly difficult for 
our department as we plan to seek national accreditation for our 
counseling program. 

The program has been in a moratorium since 1986 and has not 
been listed in the bulletin. Special education students have 
typically sought an MED degree and attempting to administer the 
program across departments has been quite difficult and has 
resulted in considerable delay in faculty appointments. 

A brief history of the ptogram is attached. 

S1ncerely, 

' I 

\I .. {(/.)!"·-

I 
Sandra)Woo1um, Ph.D. 
Director of Graduate Studies 

SW/ldj 



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
DULUTH 

February 20, 1991 

College of Educat•on and Human Serv•ce Protess1ons 

Department of Psychology and Mental Health 
320 Bohannon Hall 
10 University Drive 
Duluth, Minnesota 55812·2496 

(218) 726-7117 

The special education track was established in December of 
1982 as the direct resu 1 t of a decision of the Education and 
Psychology Policy Review Cov~cil of the Graduate School. 

A~ that time the council felt that it was i~aprropriate to 
have a graduate program in special education in the department of 
education. The decision was that the program should be located in 
the educational psychology graduate program. 

Thus there was estab 1 i shed two tracks in the education a 1 
psycho 1 ogy program: a counse 1 or .education track (director, Moy 
Gum), and a special education tr~ck (director, Uwe Stuecher). 

For historical administrative, staff, and budgetary reasons 
the program never really developed. Except for Dr. Stuecher, no 
additional staff nor budgetary funds were provided. Former special 
education staff continued to operate within the UMO masters in 
education program. 

Only one student was ever admitted to the program. She 
attended for only one quarter. Therefore, in April of 1986, Dr. 
Stuecher requested a moratorium on admissions to the program he 
established. However for all practical purposes that special 
education track has never really been in operation. This therefore 
represented that the special education track be discontinued. 
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Proposal concerning appointment of outside faculty to examining committees 

Twice a year the Graduate School sends a report to-all graduate faculty listing their 
pending examining committee appointments. Individual ff;lculty often contact the 
Graduate School after receiving this report to ask why they have been appointed as 
outside members on committees for students whom they do not know. In some cases, the 
faculty have a valid concern that they are overloaded With committee appointments while 
others in the same field have few committee assignments. In other cases, the student is 
unknown simply because he or she hasn't yet taken a class with the faculty member. 

Appointment to the graduate faculty is a privilege with concomitant responsibilities, 
including the responsibility to serve on examining committees. To make this system work, 
we rely on the major field director of graduate studies not only to balance the workload of 
committee appointments among the major field faculty, but also to confer with the 
director of graduate studies of the outside field(s) concerning the a{>propriateness and 
workload of outside faculty whom they would like to appoint to thetr students' committees. 
This process has worked well for declared minor fields, where the director of graduate 
studies gives formal signature approval of committee appointments, but it has been less 
successful in the informal procedures used to appoint faculty to represent the master's 
"related fields" or doctoral "supporting program." 

In order to support the efforts of all directors of graduate studies to monitor their faculty's 
committee workloads, and to provide a record of the agreement to serve, we propose that 
the following procedures be adopted effective after the close of second summer session 
1991: 

1) Both the degree program form (GS 89) and the doctoral thesis proposal form (GS 63) 
presently include a cover sheet on which the major field DGS recommends faculty to 
be appomted to the student's examining committee. The cover sheets of both forms 
will be revised to include a signature line for the director of graduate studies of each 
committee member recommended as a minor, related fields, or supporting program 
examiner. 

2) After each program or thesis proposal form has been approved by the major field 
DGS, including recommendation for both major field and outside faculty examiners, 
the director of graduate studies for each minor, related fields, or supporting program 
examiner will review the appropriateness and workload of the proposed examiner, and 
if recommending the appointment, will sign the cover sheet indicating agreement for 
that member to serve. The director of graduate studies may of course confer with that 
faculty member in whatever way is normal in the department. 

3) If the_o~tside dir~ctor ~f graduat_e studies does not believe that appointment to this 
exammmg committee 1s appropnate, he or she will convey to the major field DGS the 
reasons for declining to recommend that faculty member, recommending another 
member to serve, if appropriate. 

1 May 1991 
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' College of Education 

TWIN CITIES 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA · Special Education Programs . 
Department of Educational Psychology 

. 243 Burton Hall 
: 178 Pillsbury Drive S.E. 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

March 8, 1991 

To: 

From: 

Subject: 

Members of the Graduate Policy and Review Council for 
Education and Psychology 

Frank H. Wood 
Directo~~ G~uate Studies 
Educati~L]\Sychology 

Holding the final oral for the Ph.D. before completion 
of all coursework listed on the program. 

students in the Counseling and Student Personnel Psychology and 
School Psychology programs of Educational Psychology are required 
to complete a one-year internship as part of their work for the 
doctorate. This internship is required of students in programs 
accredited by the American Psychological Association. credits 
for the internship are listed on the program form. 

Most students do not complete their dissertations before the end 
of their internships, so grades for the internship credits are 
entered on their transcripts before they schedule their final 
oral examination. However, a small number of students complete 
the dissertation before completing the internship. · Under current 
Graduate School rules, they must wait to schedule their oral 
examinations until all other coursework is completed. 

Several students and/or advisers have requested exceptions to the 
current Graduate School rules. Last year we successfully 
petitioned the Graduate School to permit a School Psychology 
student who had completed her dissertation and was leaving campus 
to complete her internship in another state to take her final 
oral examination before leaving. The exception was not·viewed as 
a response to a specific situation rather than a precedent. 

This winter we have receieved additional requests for the same 
option. See attached letter from a student in CSPP who is doing 
a local internship to defend her dissertation prior to completing 
her internship. I have talked with officers of the Graduate 
School and we decided this request should not be approved unless 
an amendment to the current policy is formally approved by the 
Education and Psychology Policy and Review Council. 



Suggested language: 

Students in the Counseling and Student Personnel 
Psychology and School Psychology subprograms of the 
Educational Psychology doctoral program may take their 
final oral examination prior to the completion of the 
credited internship providing (a) the Thesis Reviewers 
certify that the dissertation is ready for defense and 
(b) all other coursework on the doctoral program has 
been completed. students and advisers requesting this 
change in the standard policy, which requires that all 
coursework on the program is to be completed before the 
student defends the dissertation, must indicate in 
their letter of petition to the Director of Graduate 
studies and the Graduate School that they understand 
that the degree will not be awarded until the 
internship credits have been assigned a grade and that 
the student will not be permitted to remove the 
internship credits from the program by a subsequent 
petition. 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA School ot Music 
TWIN CITIES 

1 00 Ferguson Hall 
2106 Fourth Street South 

' Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

February 15, 1991 

Kenneth Zimmerman, Associate Dean 
Graduate School 
Johnston Hall 

Dean Dean Zimmerman: 

(612) 624-5740 

Thank you for your help and advice on this very important matter. 
The timing of this proposal for the new DMA in Orchestral Con
ducting has been subject to so many different calendars that the 
willingness of the Executive Committee to review it for temporary 
approval is greatly appreciated. Being able to announce the 
degree plans this spring can certainly be accomplished in this 
way. 

The proposal has the unanimous approval of the both Graduate 
Studies Committee and the full Graduate Faculty of the School of 
Music. Both groups were excited about the prospects of this 
unique program and highly complimentary to Professor Sidlin. In 
only 6 months time he has designed this curriculum and mustered 
the support and cooperation of these major musical organizations 
in the Twin cities. 

Please forgive the length of the proposal. It contains not only 
information required by the Graduate School; it also contains a 
great deal of boiler plate information required by our accredit
ing agency, the National Association of Schools of Music. They 
have approved our being able to offer the degree but will need 
details that are contained in the generic passages of the propos
al. The heart of the specific degree proposal is contained in 
the Rationale on pages 1-2, the Curriculum on page 6, and the de
scription of the Apprenticeship found on page 7. 

Professor Sidlin and I will both plan to attend the Executive 
Committee meeting on Tuesday. 

Thanks again for your support. 

Sincerely, 
(f ~.--.JJ....... 
v~~~~ 

Vern Sutton, DGS 
School of Music 



PROPOSAL FOR A NEW EMPHASIS IN THE DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS 

DMA IN ORCHESTRAL CONDUCTING 

OBJECTIVES 

1. The primary objective of the D.M.A. involves the preparation 
of performers and teachers of applied music through a program 
of advanced studies with a central focus on applied music, 
literature, and pedagogy, and with strong supporting programs 
in music theory and musicology. The degree is designed to 
enable high attainment in the practice of music with emphasis 
on the arts of performing and teaching. A candidate for this 
degree must be, first of all, an outstanding performer who 
also demonstrates intellectual attributes of a high order. 
Only those who meet rigorous standards in musical performance 
and scholarship are accepted for candidacy. 

The new DMA emphasis in Orchestral Conducting will enable us 
to serve the demand for outstanding training, utilizing the 
rich resources of the School of Music and the Twin Cities 
musical community. 

2. Rationale 
a. There are many American institutions at which one can 

pursue a DMA degree in some branch of the art of conduct
ing: choral, instrumental, and orchestral. However, the 
degree most often represents the fulfillment of require
ments designated within the institution without attaining 
perspective and experience which are necessary for a varie
ty of professional responsibilities. Most conducting 
programs in American universities, colleges, and schools of 
music seem confined and contained when contrasted with 
their European counterparts where the apprenticeship con
cept, which we find traditionally workable in medicine and 
law, to name but two professions, has identified and culti
vated some of the most revered conductors for more than a 
century. The dimension that has been missing from the 
training of conductors in our country is the establishment 
of formal relationships between a professional School of 
Music and its neighboring professional arts institutions. 
In the Twin cities area, the strong potential exists for a 
significant and unique formal collaboration on which to 
base a DMA in Orchestral Conducting which will be original, 
resourceful, and carefully attuned to the orchestral con
ducting profession. 

As a part of their conducting course work during the 9 
quarters of residency required for this degree, each con
ducting student would be assigned 9 conducting apprentice
ships, one each with the following arts organizations: 
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1. Minnesota Orchestra 
.2. St. Paul Chamber Orchestra 
3. Minnesota Opera Company 
4. The Minnesota Composers' Forum 
5. The Dale Warland Singers 
6. A regional Civic ensemble (Duluth, Rochester, etc) 
7. University of Minnesota Symphony Orchestra 
8. University of Minnesota Opera Theatre 
9. University of Minnesota Contemporary Music Ensemble 

These organizations have agreed to cooperate and partici
pate in this program. 

b. The School of Music has a need and an opportunity to 
expand our doctoral offerings in orchestral conducting for 
several reasons: 

1) Inquiries indicate a growing number of prospective 
students interested in this degree; 

2) the recent hiring of Professor Murry Sidlin to conduct 
the School of Music Orchestra and to teach orchestral 
conducting; 

3) the successful establishment of the M.M. in orchestral 
conducting; 

4) the incredibile enthusiasm with which the major perform
ing organizations in the Twin Cities have responded to the 
proposed apprenticeship program, actually allowing the 
student podium time with each group during the quarter of 
residency. As proposed this degree program is absolutely 
unique in the quantity and quality of participating insti
tutions. 

c. The School presently offers the M.M. in orchestral conduct
ing needs the capability of offering advanced study. Since 
we are the only institution in Minnesota granting the 
D.M.A., we have an important responsibility to make that 
degree available to serious students of conducting. 

d. It is projected that this emphasis will admit 3-5 new 
students annually, with an absolute maximum total of 9 
students in the program at any given time. 

e. Projected placement expectations for the graduates of this 
programs follow those of present D.M.A. areas: academic 
positions, mostly in colleges, universities, and conserva
tories; professional performing careers with orchestras, 
opera companies, etc. Time spent with the major musical 
organizations in the Twin Cities gives not only invaluable 
experience, it also permits visibility and networking with 
the music profession. 
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3. This new emphasis for our existing D.M.A. does not 
replace any program in our offerings, rather, it expands our 
capabilities. Our curriculum can be enlarged to offer the 
necessary pedagogical and literature needs. Our library is 
adequate in orchestral holdings, with some funds available for 
expansion. The faculty, is large enough to instruct, advise, 
and nurture these advanced students. our new building has 
sufficient studio, rehearsal, and practice spaces to serve the 
needs of this new emphasis in our program. 

OPERATIONAL STANDARDS 

6. a) Grade point average of previous undergraduate work should 
be 3.0 or higher (A=4.0); 

b) Grade point average of previous graduate work should be 
3.2 or higher (A=4.0). 

7. a) Residency requirement 9 quarters of full-time 
registration (7 credits per quarter). 
[Note: although the Graduate School now only requires 7 
quarters of residency, this particular degree requires 9 
quarters in order to complete the course work and profes
sional apprenticeships.] 

b) Graduate credit from other degree-granting graduate 
institutions may be transferred into these new programs. 
Transfer credit is not allowed for courses completed by 
correspondence or taken prior to the awarding of the 
baccalaureate degree. The credits from a Masters degree 
earned at other recognized graduate institutions may be 
applied to these doctoral degrees if the credits appear 
on an official graduate school transcripts. This transfer 
is accomplished by inclusion of the courses on the 
student's proposed degree program. 

c) A minimum of 91 credit hours beyond the baccalaureate is 
required for the proposed D.M.A. emphasis. 

8. In addition to course final examinations which are adminis
tered every quarter, the evaluation of students includes: 
performance evaluation and grading by the performance facul
ty; an annual review of the student's file will be conducted 
by the Director of Graduate Studies. 

10. Major Examinations 

1) A written preliminary examination which contains both 
questions of a comprehensive nature as well as questions 
specific to the individual course work. 

2) An oral preliminary examination which contains both 
questions of a comprehensive nature as well as questions 
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specific to the individual course work. 
3) A final oral examination following the final recital and 

the acceptance by the readers of the written document 
pertaining to the final recital and supporting written 
work. 

FACULTY 

Murry Sidlin, Associate Professor, School of Music 
Conductor, University Symphony Orchestra 
Director, Graduate Studies in Orchestral Conducting 
(See c.v. attached) 

Note: the School of Music DGS, Professor Vern sutton will 
assist Professor Sidlin by co-advising the first several 
DMA students in Orchestral Conducting. 

ADMINISTRATION 

14. The D.M.A. is granted by the Graduate School of the 
University of Minnesota, the ultimate source of admission, 
control, and administration of the degree. 

a) Admission - 1) The student makes application to the 
Graduate School for admission. 2) The School of Music 
holds auditions and reviews transcripts, GRE scores, and 
letters of recommendations. 3) The admissions officers 
of the Graduate School make the final admissions decision 
based on their evaluation of the file which contains the 
evaluations of the School of Music Faculty and its 
Director of Graduate Studies. 

The program would commence in the Fall of 1991 with audi
tions to be held in the Spring of 1991. Auditioness would 
conduct the University Orchestra during part of the audii
tion, which would also include an interview and an exami
nation of the prospective student's musicianship. 

Artistic directors of each of the participating institu
tions or their representative would be present at the 
conducting auditions in order to participate in the selec
tion process of those who would eventually be their ap
prentices, and to whom they will have some responsibility. 
Auditions will be video-taped in order that they may be 
viewed by those artistic directors who are unable to 
attend the auditions. 

b) Retention - Retention is the responsibility of the School 
of Music. Each student is assigned an adviser who assists 
in planning a course of study, and the degree program. 
The adviser also guides the student through the examina
tion and documentation processes. 
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c) Degree programs and requirements are established by the 
Graduate faculty of the School of Music in accordance with 
guidelines set forth by the Graduate School through its 
Policy and Review Council. These are administered and 
monitored by the Graduate Studies Committee of the School 
of Music and the Director of Graduate Studies. 

d) Graduation requirements are determined by the Graduate 
faculty of the School of Music in accordance with 
guidelines set forth by the Graduate School. The degree 
is granted by the Graduate School at the end of the month 
in which all requirements are completed or in ceremonies 
three times a year. 
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CURRICULUM 

17. Doctor of Musical Arts in orchestral conducting 

a. Minimum matriculation: 9 quarters of residency, 
approximately 3 to 3-1/2 years. [Although the Graduate 
School now requires only 7 quarters of residency for the 
Doctoral programs, this curriculum requires 9 quarters.] 

b. Curricular structure 

Major Area: 
Orchestral Conducting Mus axxx 45 credits* 

Other studies in Music: 
MusicologyjEthnomusicology and TheoryjComposition--
18 credits required: 

Recommended Courses for the DMA in Orch. Cond.: 
Mus5841 Resources for Music Research 
Mus5645 18th Century European Music 
Mus5646 19th Century European Music 
Mus5572 Chromaticism in Late Tonal Music 
Mus8863 Theories and Concepts Post Tonal 

Music 

2 cr. 
4 cr. 
4 cr. 
4 cr. 

4 cr. 

Courses in literature, pedagogy, ensemble and appropriate 
secondary applied study: 15 credits 

Recommended Courses for the DMA in Orch. Cond.: 
Mus5182 Baroque Performance Practice 
Mus5512 Advanced Ear Training 
Mus5521-3 Advance Keyboard Harmony 
Elective 

Studies outside Music: 

4 cr. 
3 cr. 
6 cr. 
2 cr. 

Supporting program 12 credits 

Also required: 
Recital Credits 

which cover: 

Total 90 credits 

(Mus8666) 30 credits 
6 graded conducting performances 

Thesis Credits (Mus 8888) 6 credits 
which cover: 

1 written document pertaining 
to one of the performances. 

c. Language Proficiency - reading knowledge in German and 
French or Italian. 

*The Applied Conducting credits (5 credits per quarter) include a 
weekly conducting class, individual conferences, and the appren
ticeship/residency. 
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Description of the Apprenticeship/Residency: 

1. For the period of the residency, the student will be know as ' 
the conducting apprentice. 

2. The student will attend ALL rehearsals and performances .) 
during the period of residency with scores in hand. If any of 
the scores which are being prepared during that period of time 
are unavailable by purchase, the host institution will supply 
scores for the apprenctice. 

3. During each residency, the student will have scheduled oppor
tunities to meet privately with the following personnel: 

a. Concertmaster 
b. additional principal players, on rotation. 
c. music librarian 
d. artistic administrator (where applicable) 
e. personnel manager 
f. one upper-management staff member 

4. When possible, the student should have two post-rehearsal 
meetings weekly with the conductor who is preparing the concerts. 

5. Over the period of residency the student will participate ac
tively as a conductor with the host institution on at least one 
occasion. The specific nature of this assignment will, of 
course, vary with the qualifications of the student and the 
program of the institution. In the case of an orchestral oppor
tunity the apprentice might conduct a short work on a young 
peoples' concert, a light classical work on a pops concert, an 
overture on a run-out concert, etc. In the case of the opera 
residency, the student might assist in coaching singers, back
stage conducting, or conducting a dress rehearsal, school per
formance, etc. In addition, it is likely that the conductor in 
charge of the performance, may without notice, ask the student to 
fulfill some musical role for which the apprentice must be pre
pared; e.g., asking himjher to stand-in while the performing 
conductor listens to the balance from within the hall. 

Projected enrollment: 5-6 at various stages of matriculation. 
With 9 quarters of residency available, the absolute maximum 
would be 9; however, administering and evaluating this many DMA 
conductors would more than likely be too unwieldy to be practi
cal. 
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c. Proficiency in undergraduate music theory and analysis is 
required. Upon entrance the student must take a Theory 
Placement Exam to determine the level of competency. 
The exam covers ear-training and music theory. If 
remedial work is necessary to achieve the minimum 
competency, the credit for the work is not applicable 
toward the D.M.A. program. The student is advised to 
remedy any deficiency as soon as possible within the 
matriculation. However, this may be accomplished at any 
time before the completion of the D.M.A. degree. 

In addition, entering D.M.A. students must take a 20th 
century Theory Placement Exam. Deficiencies in this area 
restrict possible registration in some graduate theory 
courses which deal with advanced study of 20th century 
music theory. However, these deficiencies can be remedi
ated with a graduate-level survey course (Mus5532). 

DMA students in Orchestral Conducting will be required to 
take an entrance examination in music history adminis
tered by the musicology faculty. 

d. General research methods and writing skills are required 
in order that the student may successfully participate in 
academic course work. If these skills are lacking, 
training can be acquired, specifically through a course 
designed for this purpose, Mus5841 Resources for Music 
Research.. Offered at the graduate level, this Research 
Methods course may be used as credit towards the D.M.A. 
There is no language requirement for the D.M.A. 

e. Orchestral conducting students will be regularly observed 
while assisting, rehearsing, and performing. The stu
dents will be evaluated by the host institution in ac
cordance with the evaluation form distributed. Individu
als will be asked to assess the ability of the student in 
fulfilling the responsibilities assigned; the musicians 
with whom the student rehearses, coaches, and performs 
will be asked to evaluate the effectiveness of the stu
dent in much the same way I.C.S.O.M. (International 
Congress of Symphony Orchestra Musicians) evaluates music 
directors, assistant conductors, and guest conductors. 
Two evaluations will be made over the quarter's residen
cy, and the program director will meet with representa
tives of the host institutions regularly to receive 
evaluative data as well. All of this information will be 
shared with student as it is received. 

f. At or near the end of the D.M.A. course work the student 
must successfully complete a preliminary written 
examination made up of questions submitted by the 5-6 
member examining committee. These questions are both 
comprehensive on the field of music and specific to 
orchestral conducting its literature, history, pedagogy, 
and performance practices. This exam requires 10-12 
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hours of writing generally spread over 2-3 days under the 
supervision of the adviser. Upon successfully passing 
this written examination, the student meets with the , 
committee for a 1 1/2 - 2 hour oral examination. Once 
again, the questions may be comprehensive or specialized 
or a combination of these. ~ 

g. The final project involves the writing of a document 
based on some aspect of one of the 6 performances. This 
document may be historical, theoretical, analytical, 
critical, interpretative, or editorial in content. The 
purpose of this written work is to enhance the experience 
of the conducting experience, engaging skills and talents 
of the student other than those of performance. Research 
skills, writing and bibliographic experience gained in 
musicology courses, theoretical knowledge acquired in 
advanced theory courses may all be called upon in the 
preparation of the paper. The intellectual dimension 
which is a part of performance preparation is in this 
experience organized into a formal written presentation. 
Because D.M.A. candidates may eventually be employed as 
college or university professors, the development of 
intellectual and verbal skills are an important part of 
the degree requirements. After completion the written 
project is defended in a final oral examination. During 
the 1 1/2 - 2 hour session the examining committee ques
tions the candidate on both the conducting performance 
and the document. 

h. (i) Through stringent audition procedures and 
rigorous quarterly examinations, the progress and 
competency of D.M.A. students are monitored by the 
performance faculty. 

(ii) The curriculum includes several traditional pedagogi
cal classes and seminars. 

ENROLLMENTS 

18. At present the University of Minnesota School of Music 
offers a comprehensive music program including the D.M.A. in 
piano, organ, voice, trumpet, clarinet, violin, viola, 
violoncello, guitar, and trombone. Opportunities for con
ducting exist in our orchestras, ensembles, opera and choral 
programs. The intellectual climates of the 
musicologyjethnomusicology unit and of the theory and compo
sition units offer academic opportunities and stimulation to 
the D.M.A. candidates. The strength of the Graduate School 
at the University of Minnesota has protected the integrity 
of pure research and creativity in those academic units. 
These departments enjoy a position and reputation of their 
own without being relegated to the role of service units for 
the performance areas. This adds a healthy intellectual 
vigor to our program for the academic development of the 
D.M.A. Orchestral Conducting program. 
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19. Total number of graduate music majors enrolled in each 

registration period for the past three years: 

a) Master's degrees b) Doctoral degrees 
Fall, 1987 84 Fall, 1987 58 
Winter, 1988 75 Winter, 1988 54 
Spring, 1988 75 Spring, 1988 57 
Summer, 1988 64 Summer, 1988 29 

Fall, 1988 101 Fall, 1988 65 
Winter, 1989 95 Winter, 1989 58 
Spring, 1989 93 Spring, 1989 61 
Summer, 1989 53 Summer, 1989 32 
Fall 1989 117 Fall, 1989 54 
Winter, 1990 92 Winter, 1990 61 
Spring, 1990 107 Spring, 1990 55 
Summer, 1990 56 Summer, 1990 36 

20. Number of degrees granted - July 1, 1988-June 30, 1990 

Master's degrees 47 
Doctoral degrees 22 

FACILITIES 

21. The University of Minnesota School of Music now occupies 
Ferguson Hall, a six-year old facility. Its 16 classrooms, 
7 ensemble rooms, 70 practice rooms, 58 offices and studios, 
recital hall, organ hall, electronic music laboratory, music 
therapy laboratory, and 12,000 sq. ft. library afford a 
comfortable and aesthetically pleasing environment for the 
study of music. An 11 million dollar, 1250 seat concert 
hall is being designed to provide a conveniently-located 
performance space for the large ensembles. Funding has been 
secured from the Minnesota Legislature, the private sector, 
and one private donor of two million dollars. With its 
construction and completion projected for 1993, the School 
of Music be able to serve even better the musical needs 
of University of Minnesota students, the communities of 
Minneapolis and St. Paul, and the state of Minnesota. 

FINANCIAL SUPPORT 

22. The School of Music budget for faculty and staff salaries is 
over $1.6 million excluding benefits. The School also has a 
support staff including clericals, accountant, piano techni
cian, public relations coordinator, equipment managers, and 
a recruitment officer. In addition, the School is allocated 
$77,000 for supplies, equipment and repairs. $50,000 is 
budgeted for guest recitals, master classes, lectures, 
workshops, and ensemble tours. 
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The music library is located in the School of Music but is 
administered by the University Library system. It has a 
good collection of books, a number of periodicals, solo and 
ensemble literature, scores, and recordings. Approximately 
$50,000 is budgeted each year for acquisitions. 

IMPLEMENTATION 

23. The Graduate Faculty of the School of Music recommends 
the implementation of this new emphasis within the D.M.A. 
offerings beginning Fall Quarter, 1991. There are students 
interested in entering the program at that time, subject to 
its approval. By having the degree in place it will still 
be possible to audition students for the 1991-92 school 
year, which will represent the first year of full operation. 

David Baldwin, Head, Band/Orchestra/Jazz 

dJ-Jfj-91 
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MURRY SIDLIH 
27 L 1ncoln Street 

New Haven, CT 06511 
( 203) 624-9059 

PROFESSIONAl CONDUCTING EXPERIENCE 

Music Director: 

Assistant/ Assoc1ate: 

Current Affi hat ions: 

-New Haven Symphony Orchestra 
September 1977- June 1989 

_ -Long Beach Symphony Orchestra 
September 1980- June 1988 

-Tulsa Philharmonic 
September 1978 -June 1980 

-Resident Conductor, National Symphony Orchestra 
under Antal Dorati, June 1973 - September 1977 

-Assistant Conductor, Baltimore Symphony Orchestra 
under Sergiu Com1ss1ona, June 1971 -July 1973 

-Conductor of the Chevron Corporat1on's American 
Music Concerts 

- Resident Conductor and Co-Director of Conducting 
Studies. Aspen Music Festival 

Guest Conducting, 1989-90 Season: 
-San Diego Symphony Orchestra, 17 concerts 
-San Antonio Symphony Orchestra, 2 concerts 
-Alabama Symphony Orchestra, 2 concerts 
-Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra, 2 concerts 
-Pittsburgh Opera Theatre, 2 performances 
-Iceland Symphony Orchestra, 2 concerts 
-Orchestra Coloraoo, 4 concerts 
-Vermont Symphony Orchestra, 5 concerts 
-Savannah Symphony Orchestra 
-Baton Rouge Symphony Orchestra 
-Cheyenne Symphony Orchestra 
-Ventura Symphony Orchestra 
-Edmonton Symphony Orchestra, 3 concerts 

Partial List of Previous Guest Conducting: 
-St. Louis Symphony, 4 concerts in 1988-89 and 

summers of 1982 and 1983. 
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Previous Guest Conducting, continued: J-, 
-M11waukee Symphony 
-Minnesota Orchestra, 18 concerts, summer of 

1976, end 2 concerts, summer of 1988 
-San Otego Symphony, 17 concerts 1n 1988-89 
-Oregon Symphony, 13 concerts on four OCC8S1ons 
-Denver Symphony 
-Denver Chamber Orchestra, the complete Baroque 
Festival, 1989; 3 concerts 

-Utah Symphony 
-New Orleans Symphony 
-New Mexico Symphony 
-San Francisco Symphony 
-Pittsburgh Symphony 
-Boston Pops 
-Seattle Symphony 
-Spokane Symphony 
-Quebec Symphonie 
-Jerusalem Symphony 
-Iceland Symphony 
-Gavleborg Symphony of Sweden (Principal Guest) 
-Chamber Orchestra of Padua 
-San Carlo Opera Orchestra of Lisbon 
-Atlanta Symphony 
-Ph1lharmon1c Orchestra of Florida J 
-New Jersey Symphony 
-Sacramento Symphony 
-San Antonio Symphony and Opera 
-Houston Symphony 
-Honolulu Symphony 
-Grand Rapids Symphony and Chamber Orchestra 
-Colorado Springs Symphony 
-Anchorage Symphony 
-Colorado Music Festival Orchestra 
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OPERA CONDUCTING 
(lesser-Performed Works) 

Copland, The Tender Land -tronscribed by Murry Sid11n with permission of the 
composer from large orchestra to the ortgtnal 
instrumentation of Aooalachian Sgr1ng. Conducted 
over 50 performances at the Long Wharf Theatre in 
New Haven, and 2 performances at the Aspen Music 
Festival. (Transcription is now ava1lable from 
Boosey & H6WI<es.) 

Blitzstein, Regfna -48 performances at the Long Wharf Theatre 
-2 performances at the P fttsburgh Opera Theatre 

(January 1990) 

Britten, Albert Herr1ng -50 performances at the Long Wharf Theatre 
-4 performances at the Aspen Music Festival 

Szymanowski, Kino Boger -Conducted the American premiere of this 1926 
masterpiece at the Long Beech Opera in Ca11fornia, 
January 1 988, 2 performances 

Milhaud, Le Pauvre Matelot -3 performances at the Jean Cocteau Festival at the 
University of Southern California, April 1989 

Stravfnsky, Oedious Rex 

Other operas conducted: 

-3 performances at the Jean Cocteau Festival at 
USC, April 1989 

Puccini, La Boheme -San Antonio Opera 
Gershwin, Blue Monday ;> 
Bernstein, Trouble in Tahiti -University performances 
Mozart, Cost Fan Tutte 

Concert performances: 
Wagner, Die WallsUre 

Forthcoming project: 
Kurt Weill, MarJe Galante 

-New Haven Symphony; Long Beach Symphony 

-Revival of the lost music/drama last performed ln 
1934, w1th new 11bretto; score to be revised by 
Murry S1d11n 
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TEACHING EXPERIENCE 

Baltimore County Pub11c Schools: 

Essex Community College: 

Goucher College: 

Cornell University: 

Aspen Music Festival: 

Clinics/Master Classes: 

Other Master Classes: 

-Instrumental Music, Choral Music, Classroom 
Music, Humanities, 1962-63, 1965-70 

-Assistant Professor, 1970-72; Theory and Music 
History 

-Adjunct Instructor 1n Music Education, 196~- 71 

-Graduate Assistant, Department of Music: 
Musicoloqy, assisting Donald Jay Grout; and 
Orchestral Studies, assisting Karel Husa 

-Co- Director of Conducting Studies Program, 
1978-present 

-Chamber Orchestra Residency, USC, Spring 1988 J 
-Opera Residency, USC, Spring 1989 

-University of Washington 
-Yale University 
-california State Univers1ty at Long Beach, 
including numerous lectures on Aesthetics 

- Peab~ Conservatory of Music 
-Boston Conservatory of Music 

C6reer Development Master Classes for Concert Artists Guild: 
-University of Texas 
-Brooklyn College 
-Westminster Choir College 
-Los Angeles Music Center 
-Settlement Music School, New York 

Conductor of All-State Orchestras: 
-M.E.N.C. All-Eastern in Philadelphia, 1976 
-Virginia All-State 
-Virginia All-Collegiate 
-Maryland All-State 
-New York All-State 
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Conductor of All-State Orchestras, continued: 
-Congress of Strings (tw1ce) 
-National Orchestral Association 
-Student Orchestras at Aspen Music Festival 

( 11 .summers) 

Formal Speeches at Educational Conferences: 

Music Education for Television: 

-2 White House presentations on the future of 
arts education in the American Public Schools 

-Keynote speaker at several conferences on the 
Gifted and Talented Ch11d: Netional Conferences 
in South Dakota and Colorado, and State Conferences 
1n Ce11forn1a, New York, Iowa, Wtscons1n, and 
Connecticut 

-One of the keynote speakers at the Music Educators 
National Conference in Boston 

-One of the keynote speakers at the American 
Symphony Orchestra League Conference in New 
York and In Washington 

-Host, Conductor, and one of four writers for the 
PBS series about music for children, "Music Is ... ," 
designed for grades 4-6, and still used widely 
throughout the nation on video cassette. The series 
of 10 shows premiered in 1977 and featured the , 
National Symphony Orchestra under my direction in 
each of the broadcasts. (Recognized by I.i!M. 
Newsweek, and The New York T1mes as a significant 
contribution to Mus1c Education in American 
schools) 
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RESUME OF EDUCATION 

Peabtxty Conservatory of Music, Bachelor of Music, 1962 

Cornell University, Graduate Assistant, Department of Music; studies in Musicology, Theory, and 
Conducting, 1963-65 

Peabtxty Conservatory of Music, Master of Music, 1968 

Academia Musicale Chigiana, Fellowship Student of Orchestral Conducting under Sergiu Cel1b1deche, 
June - September, 1961 and 1962 

Goucher College, Rockefeller Foundation Summer Project: History of Music, Dence, Theatre end F11m 
in America, summer 196 7 

Johns Hopkins University, French studies, summer 1963 

National Orchestral Association, Conducting Fellow, 1969-71 

Principal Conducting Teachers: 

Assistant/Associate Conductor to: 

Awards/Committees Served, etc.: 

-Leon Barzin 
-Sergiu Celibidache 
-Jorge Mester 
-Leo Mueller 

-Sergiu Comissiona 
-Antal Dorati 

-Honorary Doctorate of Humane Letters, Quinnipiac 
College, 1984 

-Associate Fellow, Timothy Dwight College, Yale 
University, presently 

-Appointed to the Presidential Scholars Commission 
by Presidents Ford and Certer 

-Chairman of the Artist-Faculty (Music Committee), 
Aspen Music Festival, presently 

-Awarded 3 ASCAP Awards for Adventurous 
Programming with New Haven Symphony 

-Advisory Board, Young Concert Artists, presently 
-Advisory Board, Association for Gifted and Talented 
-Advisory Board, Israel Arts and Science Academy, 

presently 

J 

-Washington, D.C., B 'Nai Brith Man of the Year, 
1975 ~ 
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CURRENT PROJECTS 

1. Music Director for a proposed television documentary about American opera as reflecting 
American social issues: AS AMERICAN AS OPERA 

2. Co-authoring a book about conducting and conductors for the lay audience: how to watch a 
conductor, how to discern stylistic differences, how to perceive Interpretive differences, and the art 
of conducting In evolution. THE SILENT VIRTUOSO. 

3. Co-authoring a play concerning a 24-hour confrontation between Mahler and Freud in New York: 
GREAT NORTHERN OCCURRENCE. 

4. Music Director and Co-author of a film concerning who k llled Mozart. Funding search 1n 
progress; script completed. 

5. Soon to begin writing a series of article about the art of Francois Delsarte, hts aesthetics theories 
and laws of movement as potentially applied to the art and craft of conducting. 

6. Article tn progress presenting observations on the American Cultural Evolution, the information 
for which was to have been delivered as a joint paper with A. Bartlett Giamatti, planned for the 
Sprtng of 1990. ( Gtamatt1 dted suddenly tn September 1989.) The article wlll present our 
combined thoughts, to be assembled from my notes from our meetings. 

7. Recording project: my transcription of The Tender Land by Aaron Copland, an authorized and 
approved transcription, as described in Copland, Since 1943; Copland/Perlis; St. Martin's Press, 
1989, pp. 225-226. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE FOLLOWINO: 

Conductors: 

At Educational Institutions: 

-Sergiu Comissiona, ( 212) 874-2135 
-James DePriest, ( 503) 227-5056 
-Lawrence Foster, ( 011) 33-93-78-38-70 
-Jorge Mester, ( 212) 581-2196 
-Claudio Scimone, c/o Columbia Artists Manegement 
-Joseph Silverstein, ( 80 1 ) 533-5626 
-Leonard Slatl< in, ( 314) 533-2500 

-Dorothy Delay, Jutllierd School of Music 
-Gordon Hardy, For mer President I Aspen Music 
Festival (retired) 

-Gary Graffman, Director, Curtis Institute of Music 
-Jenny Kallicl<, Musicologist, Amherst College 
-Daniel Lewis, Conductor, USC 
-Vivian Perllsl Co-autobiographer of Coo lend, and 
Director of American Music Oral History Project, 
Yale University 

-Robert Pierce, Director, Peabody Conservatory 
of Music 

-Larry Allen Smith, Dean, North carolina School J 
of the Arts 

-Frank Tirrol Former Dean, Yale School of Music , 
(retired) 

Former Directors of Music Program I National En00wment of the Arts: 

Music Critics: 

Composers: 

-Edward Birdwell, now Executive Director, Seattle 
Symphony Orchestra 

-W111iam Vickery, now President, St. Paul Chamber 
Orchestra 

-Martin Bernheimer, Los Anaeles T1mes 
-Daniel cartage, LosAnaeles I1mes 
-Robert K 1mball, New York Post 
-Tim Page, New York Newsdoy 
-Alan Rich, Los Anoeles Herald Examiner 
-Robert Sherman, WQXR, New York 

-Martin Bresnick (Yale University) 
-Aaron Copland 
-D6Vid Diamond (Julliard School of Music) 
-Jecob Druckman (Yale University) 
-John Herbison (St. Peul Chamber Orchestra) 
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c RECOMMENDATIONS. CONTINUED 

Composers, continued: 
-Karel Husa (Cornell University) 
-Earl K1m ( Harverd Untvers1ty) 
-Benjamin Lees 
-Tobias Picker (c/o Houston Symphony) 
-Ned Rorem 
-W111iam Schuman 
-Charles Wuorinen 

Performing Artists: 
-Emmanuel Ax 
-John Browning 
-Lynn Harrell 
-Lorin Hollander 
-Joseph Kallichstein 
-Jamie Laredo 
-Yo-Yo Ma 
-Shlomo Mintz 
-lara Nelsoza 
-Garrick Ohlsson 
-Christopher Parkentng 
-Thomas Paul 
-ltzhak Perlman 
- Pepe Romero 
-Andre-Michel Schub 
- Nadja Salerno-Sonnenberg 
-James Tocco 


